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Case Study of Synagogue Church
of All Nations (SCOAN) Sudden Momentary

Vertical Collapsed 6 Storey Guest House Building:
Accompanied By Turbulent High Rising Windy

Storm Erupting From Its Foundation With Flying
Rubble Causing The Death of 116 People.

Engr. Michael Ola Bolaji

ABSTRACT----THIS PAPER INTENDED TO SHOW, WHY THE VERDICT OF THE JUDICIAL INVESTIGATION PANEL SET UP BY LAGOS STATE;
SEEMS INCONCLUSIVE AND ITS RECOMMENDATIONS MISLEADING. THIS IS, BECAUSE, IT FAILED TO RECOMMEND THAT FURTHER
INVESTIGATION, SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT BY RELEVANT EXPERTS ACCORDINGLY RESPECTIVELY; IN ORDER TO UNRAVEL THE
MYSTERIES, SURROUNDING TWO CRUCIAL EVIDENCES; THAT EMERGED DURING THE 10 MONTHS PERIOD,  USED TO CARRY OUT ITS
ASSIGNMENT. THE EVIDENCE DERIVED FROM THE TWO INSTALLED CCTV CAMERAS FOOTAGES, ONE WAS INSTALLED FACING UP, AND
FOCUSING THE TOP HIGHEST PART OF THE BUILDING, WHILE THE SECOND WAS INSTALLED, FACING AND FOCUSING THE BOTTOM
LOWER PART OF THE BUILDING. THE CCTV CAMERA FOCUSING THE TOP CAPTURED AND SHOW THE MILITARY AIRCRAFT WHICH FLEW
OVER THE COLLAPSED BUILDING AT IRREGULAR INTERVALS FOUR TIMES BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 11.30 AM AND 11.54 AM: A PERIOD
THAT COINCIDED WITH THE REPORTED PERIOD, OF THE REPORTED MISSING MILITARY AIRCRAFT, THAT TOOK OFF FROM YOLA ON THE
FATEFUL DATE OF FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 12, 2014. WHILE THE CCTV CAMERA, INSTALLED FACING AND FOCUSING, THE BOTTOM OF THE
BUILDING; CAPTURED THE TURBULENT WINDY STORM, THAT ERUPTED AT THE FOUNDATION LEVEL AND ITS GROUND FLOOR;
REDUCING EVERYTHING IN ITS PATH TO RUBBLE; WITH THE BUILDING COLLAPSING VERTICALLY ON ITS BASE, JUST LIKE A PACK OF
CARDS;  MOMENTARILY,  FLOOR  BY  FLOOR,  IN  A  TWINKLE  OF  EYES.  HENCE,  THE   NATURE,  MANNER  AND  WAY;  THAT THE BUILDING
COLLAPSED, WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE EVIDENCE OF THE WEAPON AND EXPLOSIVE EXPERT, CONCERNING THE UTILIZATION OF
INFRASOUND/INFRASONIC WEAPON FIRED RADIATION AT BETWEEN 0>20 HZ, WITHIN THE ACOUSTIC SPECTRUM, AND WITHIN AN
APPROPRIATE RANGE OF AN ALTITUDE OF 100M - 1,000M; THAT WILL HAVE DEVASTATING DISASTROUS DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT, ON
MASSIVE CONCRETE STRUCTURE, WITHOUT BEING AUDIBLE AND VISIBLE, WHILE IT IS ONLY ITS EFFECT THAT WILL BE PHYSICAL AND
VISIBLE: WHICH MADE THE WEAPON AND EXPLOSIVE EXPERT, CONCLUDED THAT INFRASONIC WEAPON, WAS USED TO ATTACK THE
BUILDING AT RESONANCE, THAT RESULTED TO THE COLLAPSED OF THE SCOAN BUILDING.

Keywords: CCTV Cameras Footage, Collapsed Building, Corona’s Inquest Investigation Verdict, Fired Radiation, Inaudible, Silent but Deadly,
Infrasound or Infrasonic Weapon, Massive Concrete Structure, Missing Military Aircraft, Synagogue Church Of All Nations, resonance,
vibration, tragic incident, Vindictive Verdict, Prophet T. B. Joshua,  Explosive and Weapon Expert, Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe.

                                                                          ——————————   �   ————--—————

INTRODUCTION

This case study concerns the tragic event, of a collapsed
building, accompanied with heavy causality; involving foreign
national visitors, mostly from South Africa. The calamitous
incident occurred at Ikotun Egbe, a suburb of Lagos, within the
Alimoso Local Government Area, of Lagos State; on Friday
September 12, 2014. On the fateful day, a mysterious Air Craft
flew over an already completed 6 floors storey building of
Synagogue Church Of All Nations (SCOAN), which is a Guest
House Building, four times, after which, it did not come back
again. However, few minutes after the Aircraft fourth and final
flight, the building collapsed suddenly, momentarily and
vertically, floor by floor, on its basement; accompanied by very
Strong winds, dusty storm, while the concrete, block work and

the plastering component of the building turned to rubble,
amidst flying objects in all directions, as shown later in the two
CCTV Cameras’ Footage, installed over watching the building.
Amazingly, on the same day, Friday September 12, 2014; an Air
Force Plane on a bombing mission got missing. The Military
disseminated and circulated a report to all the mass media in
the country, emanating from the Director of Defence
Information, Maj.-Gen. Chris Olukolade, as he stated in an
electronic mail, on Sunday September 14, 2014; that a jet marked
NAF 466,  disappeared from the radar on Friday. He explained
that the plane with only two crew members on board “left Yola
at about 10.45 am on September 12, 2014 on a routine
operational mission and was expected back by 12 noon same
day”. His statement read in part, since then, all effort to
establish contact with the aircraft have not yielded any positive
result” [1],[2],[3],[4],[5]. The coincidences concerning the
missing of an Air Force plane and the mysterious plane that
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flew over the collapsed SCOAN building is an intrigue to be
resolved, and a jigsaw puzzle to be solved; if safety and security
of Nigerians and other inhabitants of the country as a whole;
and Nigeria as a Nation, is of paramount importance to the
Nigerian Government.

I considered as a National Disaster and Calamity, the tragic
incident of the Synagogue Church Of All Nations (SCOAN)
Collapsed 6 Storey Guest House Building, that occurred on
Friday September 12, 2014 at Ikotun Egbe for the following
reasons:

(i) The death of 116 people of South Africa, Nigeria and other
      Nationals
(ii) The nature, manner and way the building collapsed
(iii) The mysterious air craft that flew over the building 4 times
       at irregular intervals as captured or recorded by the CCTV
       and shown by the CCTV Footage
(iv)The embarrassment the calamitous event caused to the
      Founder, Church, our Nation and other nations of the world

Promptly, the Lagos State Government inaugurated the
Coroner's Inquest under the State Coroner's System Law No. 7
of 2007 to investigate the cause and circumstances resulting in
the death of 116 people following the building collapse on
September 12, 2014.

Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe after 10 months of
investigation gave the panel's verdict. However, after I read the
contents of the verdict, as an Electrical Engineer, who have a
clear knowledge about/of what an "infrasonic weapon" is all
about, the havoc it can wreck and its characteristics and killing,
devastating, disastrous, calamitous and destructive effect.

Consequently, I felt that the Chief Magistrate dismissal of the
evidence or testimony of the weapon and explosives expert, a
researcher, scientist and presently a postgraduate student of
explosives and Material Sciences with the Nigerian Defence
Academy; who has 6 years background work experience with
the Defence Industry Corporation of Nigeria; after graduating
from University of Maiduguri with a BSc degree in Chemistry
did not show that a thorough and intensive investigation has
been  done.  As  you  read  my  write  up  on  the  analysis  of  her
verdict,  other pin pointed or raised lapses will become obvious
that will show that the cause of the tragic incident was not
addressed enough.

 Why anyone should want to carry out such atrocity is not clear?
Although, if the man of God in Synagogue, Senior Prophet
T.B.Joshua life, and his progressive development, and the
SCOAN growth,  as a package is considered, as can be seen  in
the following stated events in descending order; concerning his
brief summary historical  background and from his recent and
past, following activities: that entail his visits to Israel; South
Korea; Mexico; Colombia; and the video clip on his humble

background: [6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12]; the progressive changes
and metamorphosis that his life passed through then; and, the
reason(s) of initial challenges he had;  beginning from jealousy
and envy initially, by his counterpart;  that grew in Arithmetical
Progression; but, later grew astronomically, to hatred, in
magnitude, in Geometrical Progression; as God continue to use
him mightily and wonderfully.

His tribulation and the persecution, was to include and involve,
many prominent men of God, internationally, generally; and in
Nigeria in particular; poisoning the mind of their large
followership against Prophet T.B. Joshua and his Ministry.

Take for instance, the Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN),
which supposed to be an umbrella for all the Churches in
Nigeria, and which should include SCOAN, of which Prophet
T.B.Joshua is the earthly founder and General Overseer. As
members  of  the  same  Body  of  Christ,  where  our  Lord  and
Saviour, Jesus Christ is the Head, and the Churches, the
Members of the Body of Christ; and also Pentecostal Fellowship
of Nigeria (PFN), which supposed to be the primary
constituency of SCOAN, as CAN is consisted  of  Six Main
Associated Groups; of which PFN is one of them. Surprisingly
in 2009, among those Christian Leaders who were castigating
and questioning his calling and anointing were: Pastor Enoch
Adejare Adeboye; Pastor Chris Okotie; Pastor Oritsejafor, Pastor
Tunde Bakare, all leaders of CAN and  the numerous members
of CAN and PFN nationwide: [13],[14],[15],[141]. But as for
Senior Prophet Joshua; he believes that, one with God is a
majority. Hence, the greetings among members of SCOAN
Worldwide, is “Emmanuel!” with “God with us” response.
Matthew 1: 23.

Most unfortunately, SCOAN was not recognized or counted as a
member; by the leadership of the two prominent; Christian
Organizations, as stated above. This was just because they could
not understand, the way the Holy Ghost was using him, hence,
they were querying his calling and mentorship; forgetting that
in the Holy Bible, Prophet Elijah has no mentor, although he
was a mentor to Prophet Elisa; and also, famous and prominent
Prophets, such as Moses, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel and Isaiah;
each had no mentor, yet they were true men of God, mentored
by Jesus Christ and His Power of Holy Ghost; such also was the
case  of  Senior  Prophet  T.B.  Joshua,  as  attested  to  in  his,  T.B.
Joshua documentary. But one common thing amongst them
versus all others is persecution, castigation and condemnation.
After all, it was only Prophet Micaiah with God on his side;
against 400 Prophets and Men of God, King Ahab the leader,
Government of Israel and the nation of Israel: 1 King 22: 1 – 28.

 But in Prophet T.B. Joshua’s case; one is bound to ask, why has
the hatred, tribulation and persecution now involved, non-
Christians, Security and High Rank Military Personnel and
Government Officials, who were able to utilized an Aircraft,
carrying Infrasonic Weapon of destruction, and were able to
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manipulate dissemination of Information, at the DHQ; were
ready to waist the life of two pilots, who they claimed at the
Corona Inquest Investigating Panel Sitting, were on Training
Programme Schedule,  and who were given airspace approval
by the Nigerian Airspace Management Agency (NAMA)
Personnel,  that testified that the altitude of the Air Force Plane
when it was flying over SCOAN Building was 1,100feet; which
he was helped by Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe as 103
floors of an high rising building?

Indeed, she is an erudite scholar mathematician, as also being a
knowledgeable Chief Judicial Civil Officer that qualified her to
be chosen to lead, this very crucial panel. Of which its verdict
and recommendations were vindictive, unjust, too harsh,
punitive and partial. All these will be proved consequently in
this paper. This is because, the verdict has now taken another
dimension, other than finding the cause, of the tragic incident;
as mandated by the Lagos State Government that constituted it;
in order to forestall similar occurrence(s) in the future.

 Which is the crucial aspect that I wished to examine and try to
find an answer to; in this paper: most especially, when the two
abnormal conditions and situations, that occurred as stated
above, in the abstract; are taken into consideration.

Consequently, the case study of the tragic, calamitous and
destructive incident, of the collapsed 6 floors guest house
building, of Synagogue Church Of All Nations (SCOAN), that
caused the death of 116 people; and the analysis of Chief
Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe Coroner’s Inquest Investigation
Indictment and Biased Verdict; of the tragic occurrence,
becomes imperative; because of the intentional decision of the
panel members, to jettison the two crucial phenomena of
important significance, that could have enable the panel
members, arrived at a more justifiable verdict, and assisted
them to put forward to the Government of Lagos State, worthy
security and safety inclined recommendations; that could have
suggested a further investigation, due to emergence of new
evidences; of a scientific, modern sophisticated; scientific and
technological invention; such as Infrasound or Infrasonic
weapon, that could fire radiation at a particular resonance, that
can cause the vibration of the contents with concrete structure;
and collapse of a massive concrete structure; based on acoustic
spectrum of ranges between 0>20 Hz. With lethal latent energy,
which is silent but deadly, this is because; only its effect
becomes noticeable physically: [16],[17],[18],[19],[20]. Instead of
defending un-defendable, and lost focus on finding the truth.

Therefore, the conduct of the further investigation should have
been recommended by the Judicial Corona Inquest Panel to
Lagos State Government; which should have been
recommended, that, it should be conducted by invited Scientific
Researchers, or Inventors of similar devices of national security
warfare nature and type; or weapon, explosive and material
science experts, from the Advanced Country such as the US,

China, Russia or Israel.

And, the CCTV Cameras which the Almighty God through the
Power of Holy Ghost, in the revelation and vision given to His
servant, Prophet T.B.Joshua; directed by him to be installed, to
capture the crime, should be given to the experts, who should
be scientific researchers, in weapon and warfare devices to
study; and the site be visited by these experts, for the
foundations and reinforced remaining concrete structures to be
examined and investigated also, by these unbiased open
minded experts; in order to help both SCOAN and Lagos State
Government in general, to get to the root cause(s) of the tragic
incident; and Nigeria also as a country, to learn a useful lesson
in endeavoring to stop looking for scape goat(s); whenever such
a calamitous event occurred.  Most especially, our own home
grown and trained experts; from Established legally created
Bodies, Organizations, Agencies or Societies such as COREN,
NSE, NIOB should always, henceforth, also allowed their
relevant, experienced, best  practitioners in the required
relevant engineering field(s), to be those  that would be given
the assignment that involved, and is of such a calamitous
nature.

We should stop a kind of vendetta or persecution for religion
and even denomination sake; and, rather do such assignment,
without any hidden agenda; as it seemed in this case, involving
Prophet T.B. Joshua SCOAN Guest House Building Collapsed
Tragic Incident  judicial investigation;  in which the judicial
panel of investigation happened to be led by Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe, who throughout the sitting of her panel;
obviously became antagonistically confrontational and
vehemently opposing any view;  in all its ramification, against
and of any witness that its evidence, seems to favour Prophet
T.B. Joshua and SCOAN. In fact, she is only being human, on
the part of her hostility and also her pronouncement. After all,
God has the following conception about human being; as the
Holy Bible in Genesis 6: 5 – 7, said; and I quote from Holy Bible
NLT:  5. “The Lord observed the extent of human wickedness on
the earth, and he saw that everything they thought or imagined
was consistently and totally evil. 6. “So the Lord was sorry He
had  ever  made  them  and  put  them  on  the  earth.  It  broke  His
heart”. End of quote.

Moreover, it should not be surprising; Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe being one of the Christians, whose mind
must have been poisoned by the utterances and directive or
instruction of Redeem Church General Overseer, since 2009;
Pastor Enoch Adeboye, who was one of the CAN and PFN
leaders, who had vehemently spoken publicly against Prophet
T.B. Joshua and his ministry, in the recent past. And, in whom
many Christians in Nigeria believed so much. Any expectation
about impartial and objectivity in her judicial inquest panel
verdict, aiming at the true and real cause of the tragic incident is
a foregone conclusion.
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 So also, the over exhibited bias behaviour of the Lagos State
principal witness; Mr. Olutoyin Adedamola Ayinde, the
immediate past Commissioner of Lagos State Government
Urban Development and Physical Planning Ministry; a Moslem,
and a representative of Lagos State Governor, Lawyer
Babatunde Fashola, also a Moslem, who was hell bent on
demolition of SCOAN on the unsubstantiated argument of
structural defects, as the cause of SCOAN Guest House
Building Collapse; should be expected. His statement in court
on June 21, 2016 corroborated the allegation. As posted by:
starconnect on the internet on June 21, 2016, under the bogusly
printed heading:

“How Tb Joshua’s Synagogue Church Collapsed - Ex
Commissioner” And I quote from paragraph 11 & 12

“Earlier, Ayinde had said that the collapsed building had no
valid approval. According to him, a five storey building was
approved for the auditorium but that SCOAN engineers were in
the process of constructing an eight storey structure when it
collapsed.

“He said that what SCOAN did constituted a breach, thus
rendering the earlier approval invalid and that the punishment
was demolition under physical planning laws of Lagos State.”
End of quote”.

Initially, the entire world were made to believe, that first and
foremost; there was no permit got by SCOAN: later it was
turned to, approval was given for only two storey building; now
it has become that, a five storey building was approved. Just
imagine the inconsistencies, in the statements of the principal
witness. Despite that the structure show physically an already
completed building over which the military aircraft made its
four flights, Ayinde alleged that SCOAN engineers were in the
process of constructing an eight storey structure when it
collapsed. And, his verdict was “Demolition”.

Meanwhile, they totally discarded, the newly introduced
evidences of the Military Air Craft, that flew within 24 minutes,
and permitted by National Air Space Management Agency
(NAMA), as testified by its personnel; on what the Military
Witness, said was a Training Schedule Programme;  which
should have made the panel members, and their leader, Chief
Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe looked at the possibility, of
utilization of the Silent and Deadly Infrasonic Weapon
generator   to  fire  Radiations  at  Resonance  within  the  range   of
sound spectrum of 0>20 Hz; to cause within the Massive
Concrete Structure Components a vibration and energy enough;
to crumble the building momentarily, and also vertically, floor
by floor, on its base; which did not allow for the possibility of
many survivals, and resulted to the heavy casualties, with no
any  allowance  or  opportunity,  given  for  a  possibility  of
savaging any of the properties within the building.

 As  testified  by  the  explosive  and  weapon  expert:  It  should  be
realized that, if it was the occupiers that were the target; and not
the building itself; then, the Infrasonic Weapon Radiation
Firing would have being contained to, between the sound
spectrum range of 0>7 Hz; and, only the Human Being
occupying the building at that time will be Biologically
affected; and the building will not be fired with enough
radiation to possess the required necessary energy through the
back and forth sound waves peaks and troughs bouncing in a
medium line up, and reinforce each other for producing a
vibration enough, to crumble the building concrete structure,
with every properties within it, and the concrete structures,
turning into rubles suddenly in moments, after the last flight of
flights of a duration of just 24 minutes; that the military aircraft
did their training and testing; of the efficacy and disastrous
effect; of their newly purchased and acquired Infrasonic or
Infrasound Weapon.

And to cover up their track, the declared missing military
aircraft, did not returned safely to its base in Yola, the Adamawa
State Capital; but was reported later; to have crashed within the
same Adamawa State, where it took off for bombing of Boko
Haram locations in Bornu State.

Amazingly, there was no evidence to show that actually, the
military aircraft was cited at all in Bornu State. And the NAMA
officer was not asked or interrogated further, by the members of
the panel to inform them, from where was the Military Aircraft
coming, when its pilot asked for airspace permission.

Moreover, when the persecution of a man of God by the society
in general; and by the men of God among themselves in
particular; is taken into consideration; that the earthly founder
and General Overseer of SCOAN, Prophet T.B.Joshua is the
most controversial and persecuted man of God, in Nigeria
today; is not an overstatement. On the Internet, there are
website links specifically created; that will obviously show
various distortion versions, of Prophet T.B.Joshua sermons,
prophecies, teachings; and even blatant lies; against the man of
God, in their video clips and writings; that accompanied some
of the videos.

These acts led to the deduced reason for the initial envy and
jealousy of him; that culminate to total hatred, which led to his
persecution and tribulation. For this purpose, let us just
consider the Tb Joshua Watch (A comprehensive resource on TB
Joshua and SCOAN); [21]. It is a dedicated website, consisting
of 43 pages; created purposely, for campaign of calumny, to
persecute, malign, vilify Prophet T.B Joshua; and distort all the
wonderful work of the man of God done in the past, and those
being done presently in Jesus Christ name; through the God
full Anointing of the Power of Holy Ghost; backed by the
Power and Authority of God, the  Father; and manifested by the
Holy Spirit by the calling of Jesus Christ name; through the lips
and, by His servant, Prophet T.B.Joshua.
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Hence, to expose the diabolical aim of the owner and creator of
“tbjoshua watch website” References have been made to
wonderful, miracles, deliverances, done with Jesus Christ name,
uttered from the lips of Prophet T.B. Joshua; including amazing
revelations, prophecies, and reconciliations; that the tbjoshua
watch owner and creator cannot denied or debunked. Can this
evidence  of  an  amazing  miracle,  of  the  four  years  old  boy,  be
denied or claimed as an arrangement, in this video clip? Or can
over flowing blood gushing out unstoppable due to broken or
damaged artery problem be stage managed [22],[23].

Coupled with the above campaign of calumny, is the issue of
series of initial Boko Haram failed attempted bombing
espionages, with the main Auditorium of the Cathedral of
SCOAN, as the target; which were carried out in their previous
attempts; by those who led many successful bombing of
Churches, and later military Bases, but failed woefully in their
attempted bombing visits paid to SCOAN; while their leader
who was arrested by the Holy Ghost, came into the church to
appeal to the prophet to set him free, as he made confessions of
their former successful outings and operations, which were led
by him: [24],[25],[26].

There  after  his  deliverance  took place  that  day.  So  also,  one  of
the Boko Haram member, Mr. Onoja’s letter of confession of
being a member of Boko Haram, and one of those that came to
SCOAN with bomb explosives, with his photograph printed on
one of the two sheets, was read to the congregation in a Sunday
Worship Service by Prophet T.B. Joshua: [27].

God can allow His dedicated, obedient, loyal servant to be
tempted by Satan as in the case of Job in the Holy Bible. And as
the Almighty God proved in the case of the Herod ordered
killing of Children of two years and below, when New Born
Baby Jesus Christ was Herod’s target, and, that was after two
years when the three wise men and the Astrologers told King
Herod of the birth of the King Jesus Christ. Why did it take
King Herod two years before he remembered the Birth of the
New King of the Jews? Can God the Creator, be queried by His
creatures? Whereas Baby Jesus Christ; had already been,
immediately taken to Egypt, where He was with His earthly
parent for the two years duration. Thousands or Millions of
innocent Babies were killed throughout the Province of Judea
and the City of David, Bethlehem.

God that instructed His servant, Prophet T.B. Joshua to install
two CCTV Cameras to be overlooking the Guest House
Collapsed Building, if it is God’s Will, He could have told him
to evacuate the occupiers of the Building, when he came back to
the Church from the Mountain, where he went to be in
communication with God. As there were enough time, to order
the evacuation of the occupants of the Building, at the directive
of the man of God; while he was back in the church.

 Therefore, for a case study of this nature; it becomes very
necessary, to present a balance, informative and equally
justifiable factual and objective views and findings; relating to
the entire episode before and after; including historical
background of the considered principal actor, Prophet T.B.
Joshua, and his God guided and endowed, full Holy Ghost
Anointing Missionary, and Visionary Faith Journey; starting
from the first worship building, a makeshift shed:[28],[29],[30].
Unto the last and present worship building, the SCOAN
Cathedral: [31],[32],[33]. T.B. Joshua Bibliography as compiled
in Wikipedia.

Various Ministries of Senior Prophet T.B. Joshua Are as follows:
Starting with His Ministry of giving and charity:
[34],[35],[36],[37],[38],[39],[40],[41],[42],[43],[44],[45].
His Ministry of reconciliation: [46],[47],[48],[49],[50].
His Principal Ministry of Preaching and Spreading the Gospel
of Jesus Christ through Emmanuel TV; You Tube; Facebook;
Twitter; Google +; Instagram to the entire world and nations.
His various held Crusades, in various countries of the world;
from 2004 to 2016: [51],[52],[53],[54],[55],[56],[57],[58],[59],[60],[61]
[62],[63],[64],[65],[66],[67].
Signs and Wonders that follows, such as wonderful: Miracles:
[68],[69],[70],[71],[72],[73],[74],[75],[76],[77],[78],[79],[80],[81],[82].
Deliverances: [83],[84],[85],[86],[87],[88],[89],[90],[91],[92].
Prophesies:  [93],[94],[95],[96],[97],[98],[99],[100],[101],[102].
Teaching & Sermon: [103],[104],[105],[106].

All these happenings, are in accordance with the Biblical
injunction, and the prophesy of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus
Christ; in the Book of Gospel according to Matthew 24: 14; And
I  quote  from  KJV  of  the  Holy  Bible  “And  this  “gospel  of  the
kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto
all nations; and then shall the end come” End of quote.  So also,
Jesus Christ teaching in John 14: 12 – 14; And I quote: (Verse 12).
“Verily,  verily,  I  say  unto  you.  He  that  believeth  on  me,  the
works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these
shall he do; because I go unto the Father, (Verse 13). “And
whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that I will do, that the
Father  may  be  glorified  in  the  Son.(Verse  14).  “If  ye  shall  ask
any thing in my name, I will do it”. End of quote. And in
Matthew 13: 57 & 58; And I quote: (Verse 57). “And they were
offended in Him. But Jesus said unto them. A prophet is not
without honour, save in his own country and his own home.
(Verse 58) “And He did not many mighty works there because
of their unbelief”. End of quote.

Also, according to Prophet T. B. Joshua teaching: In the Spirit or
Spiritual-wise, Believing is Possession: [107],[108]; You have to
believe first, before you can possess or receive anything from
Almighty God, the Father, through Emmanuel in Matthew 1: 23,
the  Mighty  God  in  Isaiah  9:  6,  the  Son  of  God  in  John  3:  16;
Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour in accordance with above
quoted verses in John 14: 12 – 14. Whereas, in Science, Secular-
wise, the saying is “Seeing is Believing”; that is, you have to see
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whatever you have to believe in, first. This is contrary, to the
Spiritual way of life on which Faith depends: [109],[110],[111];
concerning false and true teaching: “By their fruit ye shall know
them” so said Jesus Christ in Matthew 12: 33; Luke 6: 43 – 45;
Matthew 7: 15 – 20:

Consequently, the unpardonable sin that Men of God such as
Apostles, Bishops, Pastors, Evangelists and Prophets are
committing presently; is that of ascribing the signs and
wonders, backed by God’s Power and Authority miracles of
healing, deliverances, and prophesies etc. being and been
performed by Prophet T.B Joshua, through the Holy Ghost
Power of resurrection; in the mighty and precious name of Jesus
Christ, to Satan and demonic power; as Jesus said in  the case of
the Pharisees and Sadducees, when they blaspheme the Holy
Spirit; and committed the unpardonable sin, by saying that
Jesus Christ was using Beelzebub, the leader of demonic
kingdom; in performing the signs and wonders, and the
amazing miracles and deliverances, in Matthew 12: 22 – 37 and
Mark 3: 22 – 29.

The same way that the Pharisees, Sadducees and the Scribes did
against Jesus Christ, our Lord and Saviour; to stop His Ministry
and Gospel; thinking that they were fighting for God; is the
same way the owner and creator of tbjoshua watch is tirelessly
using all his knowledge, effort, through the website created by
him, to bring down the man of God in the Synagogue; the
Servant of God Almighty.

 For instance under the heading: 13 thoughts on “Welcome to TB
Joshua watch!” It started with the reason why PFN refused to
accept  TB  Joshua  and  SCOAN  as  a  member;  as  if  that  is  the
criterion, to be a candidate of God’s Heavenly Kingdom. And in
the website; Pastor Enoch Adeboye, the General Overseer of the
Redeem  Church  was  said  to  be  one  of  the  PFN  member,  who
stated that he can never worship in TB Joshua Church; this also
is not a criterion to get God’s approval for His Servant, Prophet
T. B. Joshua Holy Ghost Full  Anointing. What is certain is that
darkness can never overcome light.

When the disciples were undergoing intense persecution in the
hand of the Pharisees and the Council; Gamaliel advised them
in Acts 5:  34 – 39;  I  quote from verse 38 “And now I say to you,
keep away from these men and let them alone; for if this plan or
this work is of men it will come to nothing: and verse 39 “But if
it is of God, you cannot overthrow it ---lest you even be found to
fight against God.” End of quote. Matthew 7: 1 – 5 Verse 1
“Judge not, that you be not judged. And verse 5 “Hypocrite!
First remove the plank from your own eye, and then you will
see clearly to remove the speck from your brother’s eye” End of
quote.
And the reality that surrounds the sad calamitous occurrence of
Friday September 12, 2014; the Aircraft flight over the building
before its eventual collapse: [112]. Which the weapon and
explosive expert ascribed to the application of Infrasonic or

Infrasound weapon; when radiation at (0>20) Hz Frequency was
fired at the building and caused vibration at resonance
throughout the component of the entire building structure. In
1957, Dr. Vladimir Gavreau: and his team of Researchers and
Scientists accidentally made the discovery, of this silent but
deadly weapon;

However, presently, the world power countries USA, Russia
and China have invented, built and produced from the
Ultrasonic or Ultrasound Frequency Ranges, Hypersonic
Missiles: [113],[114],[115],[116]; which have visible, audible
characteristics; different from Infrasonic characteristics of being
invisible, inaudible but its effect deadly biologically to
Homosapien, at between the range of 3 Hz to 7 Hz;

But, it is catastrophic and destructive physically to massive
concrete structure at higher than 7 Hz and lower than 20 Hz
(0>20 Hz): as it happened to the SCOAN Guest House Building
after the Military Air Force Plane flew over it, within 24 minutes
for four irregular times; claimed by the Military as training
schedule programme time and duration: while its altitude was
said to be 1,100feet (335meter) by the NAMA personnel and
estimated as 103floors by Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe,
the learned civil judicial officer; whereas, speed of sound in
iron is 5,120meter/second, so, at an altitude of 5,120meter an
aircraft within 1second can fire an infrasound radiation with
Infrasonic weapon at the right frequency to cause enough
energy that will crumble a massive concrete structure and
turned it to rubble with flying debris; at the required resonance:
[117],[118],[119]; although, at higher than 20 Hz; it becomes
audible, visible, obvious and apparent to human being
perspective; according to Robert A. Freitas Jr. of Xenology
Research Institute, Sacramento, CA, 1979: [120]; he said, and I
quote: “The frequency spectrum for sound is chauvinistically,
but conveniently, divided into three general regions—the
infrasonic, the sonic, and the ultrasonic. Infrasonic radiation
ranges from about 0.001 Hz (cycles per second) for some seismic
disturbances up to about 20 Hz. The sonic range, the bounds of
human hearing, extends from 20 Hz on up to roughly 20 KHz;
Then  the  ultrasonic  takes  over,  reaching  from  20  KHz  up  to  1
MHz (one million cycles per second) and beyond”: [121],[122].
End of quote.

Therefore, the nature, way and manner, of the momentary
vertical collapse, of the SCOAN Guest House Building, after the
last flight of the aircraft, made an Expert on Un-identifying
Flying Object (UFO); Researcher and Scientist, Greg Odogwu
wrote and caption his write up, written on Thursday September
2014 thus: ”Did UFOs destroy TB Joshua’s building”:  [123].

Hence, to enable a more lucid knowledge and understanding of
the unpleasant incident, and aid a justifiable appropriate
determination and arrival at its actual cause; through a thorough
analysis of the calamity, the vindictive and bias verdict and
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recommendations, of the corona inquest judicial panel, led by
Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe; who deviated from the
Lagos State Mandate of finding or determining the “Cause”
with a purpose to make recommendations, that will prevent the
repeat of such dastard tragic event in future, within the State;
instead, she and her panel members, decided to look for scape
goat; to the extent that, the Chief Magistrate by herself, even
helped  the  NAMA  personnel,  to  convert  his  given  altitude  of
1,100 feet, of the aircraft above the building; by determining the
actual altitude; at which the military aircraft flew over the
building, which she calculated to be 103 floors above the
collapsed building; just to justify her panel vindictive verdict.

 Whereas, none of them, the judiciary members, including the
NAMA witness; was in the aircraft with the pilots, to know the
altitude being put at either 1,100feet or 103 floors; and neither
were they at the scene of the incident when it happened. That
was why the crime investigators from the Nigeria Police
suggested “Sabotage”. Hence Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe jettisoned and discarded, and did not even refer to
the Police evidence in her indictment and vindictive verdict.
The Police witness was one of the 24 witnesses, out of the total
32 witnesses which gave testimonies, that their evidences were
not considered at all. But FBI or CIA evidences will never be
treated with ignominy in USA.

The similarity and difference in Multiple Floors Storey
Building, that Collapse due to Infrasonic Fired Radiation,
through Infrasound Weapon, as in SCOAN Guest House
Building in Lagos: [124]; and the one due to the combination of
Flooding, and weak structure as in Kenya: [125]; and Collapse
Building due to Control Building Demolition: [126]; and
Collapse Building due to Structural Failure only: [127]; will be
consider in this case study paper; this will enable the
confirmation that the SCOAN Building Collapse was due to
utilization of Infrasonic weapon; through the Military Aircraft
that flew over the Building for only 24 minutes.
It is imperative at this juncture, to establish the veracity of
whether the Nigeria Military personnel have any knowledge
about the existence and previous training or/and usage of
infrasonic weapon based on infrasound acoustic spectrum.
Now, it is pleasantly wonderful although amazingly, to learn
that Nigeria military personnel were sent abroad for training on
it, and even used it back at home during the civil war at the
3MCO according to the investigation carried out by Daily
Times: [128].

The Daily Times investigational enquiry led to all the experts
and scientists, in their comments consensually concluding, that
indeed, it is only infrasonic weapon; that can collapse the
SCOAN Building the way it collapsed [128]: although, some of
them that were interviewed by the Daily Times Investigation
crew, were afraid that if it is Boko Haram Militants, that were in
possession of such destructive weapon, and versatile also on its
utilization; then it will be disastrous and of a grave

consequences for safety and the security in this country. But,
thanks to God Almighty, that the aircraft that flew over the
collapsed building, to do the dastard cruel job, is from Nigeria
Military, the Air Force to be specific; which was claimed to be
on routine training Programme Schedule; and not from Boko
Haram Militant.

 Consequently, if the involvement of the Military is thoroughly
investigated, and not swept under the carpet like the case of the
letter bomb that gruesomely killed Dele Giwa, also through the
Military involvement; then the safety and security of Nigerians
and all the inhabitants of the country will be guaranteed, and,
not be in jeopardy now and in future.

At this juncture, it is also important and become necessary, to
consider who Prophet T.B. Joshua is; and why he has suddenly
become the most controversial, most persecuted and most
vilified man of God in Nigeria in particular, and in the entire
world in general; in the past and presently. Although, now, the
tempo of his tribulation has greatly subsided, and even become
an attribute of highly negligible few, most especially in other
nations of the world, as evident in the great multitude of
viewers of Emmanuel TV Channel Programme every day; and
the attendance of  his various held crusades since 2005 till now,
2016. Because of the multitude of believers coming to accept
Christ  Jesus  as  their  Lord  and Saviour,  he  and his  ministry  are
highly susceptible to be target of attack by those who believed
in Jihad Moslem waged war; and are bent on Islamization of the
country: [129].

Brief History: In 1989, Prophet T. B. Joshua built his first church,
at Agodo, Egbe; a suburb of Lagos; as a shed without any wall;
the second was built when the first was destroyed by flood; and
in 1992 the third church was built at the same area with planks.
However, during a downpour of rain, the entire area was
flooded. Thereafter, God directed him to relocate to a more
spacious area, the present location of the Synagogue Church of
All Nations, where the fourth church was built with blocks, in
1994. Then, in 2002, the Synagogue Church of All Nations
(SCOAN) Cathedral was built as the fifth church; at its present
location, No.1 Segun Irefn Street, Ikotun Egbe, Alimoso Local
Government, Ikeja, Lagos - State, Nigeria. The rapid growth and
development of SCOAN and Spiritual, Social and physical
metamorphosis, that the church transformation passed through
within a space of thirteen (13) years, from a shed church
building with few members; to a cathedral church building,
with multitude worshipers from various countries: was
astonishing to all the people in general, and to his counterpart
men of God; the Pastors, Evangelists, Prophets and Bishops
constituting the leaders and elders, in Christendom in
particular.
 Fulfillment of Prophesy Concerning Future Extensive Large
Crusades: In affirmative confirmation of Prophet T.B.Joshua
prophesy, to the small audience, consisting mainly of his very
scanty church members and followers; at his first crusade held
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in 1989: at Ikare, Akoko, in Ondo State; where he prophesied
that,  although  they  were  few  then,  and  the  crusade  is  a  small
one, with few people in attendance: but very soon the crusade
will become a big time crusade, with multitude of people from
various nations; that will be in attendance. Hence, the crusades
held by him between 2004 to 2016: a spate of twelfth (12) years,
were a huge success; both spiritually and physically, in term of
signs and wonders; miracles of healing and deliverances;
including accurate specific prophetic messages to individuals as
God directed his servant, the man of God, Prophet T.B.Joshua.

Locally and Internationally, several other notable, popular,
famous men of God; who are older than Prophet T. B. Joshua
gave, either prophecy or testimony; of the raising in Nigeria, a
powerful prophet of God: who will be filled with Holy Spirit
and great anointing from God; backed by God’s Power and
Authority; with signs and wonders; as evident in wonderful
miracles, deliverances, healings and break through,
accompanied by accurate revelations through prophecies and
prophetic messages. Below are some of the testimonies of some
of the other Men Of God concerning Prophet T.B.Joshua Calling
and Anointing:

Prophet Adewole, a great man of God whose church was located
in Ibadan, the Capital of the old Western Region of Nigeria
said, and I quote from the Streetwise Magazine, Nigeria – Issue
2 Nigeria News | Thu, 15 Oct 2009: [130]

 “T.B. Joshua means different things to different people. To
some clerics who are envious of him, he is an agent of Satan, a
magician or an occult healer. To many intellectuals, he is an
intriguing marvel, a wonder man of the 20th century. To the
thousands who have been healed and delivered through him, he
is a gift to mankind. Yet, in spite of all these, the question
remains – who is Prophet T. B. Joshua? Is he an ambassador of
Jesus Christ or of the devil?

“God only reveals His top secrets to those He loves. He revealed
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ to Prophet Isaiah. In the
same vein, Jesus Christ revealed who Prophet TB Joshua is to
His beloved servant, late Prophet (Dr.) Akin Adewole, shepherd
of the Celestial Church of Christ, Opopo Igbala Parish, Ikola
Road, Ipaja, Lagos; sometime in 1995. The following excerpts
from the press release which Prophet Adewole consequently
issued on the 'Man in the Synagogue' in 1995 can be said to put
to rest the seemingly endless controversy surrounding who T. B.
Joshua is”: [130],[131] End of quote.

God’s General, Evangelist C. S. Upthegrove from Florida, USA
was age 83 in 2012; when he came to Nigeria, in  fulfillment of
Pastor A.A.Allen prophesy: [132] because his being in Africa for
the first time in his life; was based on the prophesy of another
reknown, famous God’s General, Pastor A.A.Allen of Miracle
Valley Church, USA; who  in 1966; gave a prophecy of a mighty
prophet  of  God  that  will  come  out,  from  Africa,  with  the

description of his place and his characteristics, and A.A.Allen
said further that he may not be living when the prophesy comes
to pass, but he said that, he belief that Evangelist Upthegrove
will.

Hence he, Upthegrove was delighted when Prophet T.B.Joshua
granted his request with an invitation to come down to Nigeria.
The God’s General C.S. Upthegrove said to the congregation in
the auditorium of SCOAN further thus: And I quote “In all my
70 years in this ministry including being in service with great
Generals of the faith, Oral Roberts, Catherine Kuhlman,
William Branham, Jack Coe, A.A.Allen and many others, I had
never seen so many people get out of wheelchairs and give up
their crutches, walking and praising God for healings and great
deliverances”: [132],[133]: End of quote.

Evangelist Bill Subritzky from New Zealand; paid a visit to
SCOAN; in 2014: watch the video clip for his testimony and
views about Prophet T.B.Joshua: [134].

For over 40 years, Evan. Bill Subritzky from New Zealand has
led an interdenominational world-wide ministry of evangelism
and teaching. He has conducted meetings and seminars in
association with local churches in every continent and has seen
literally thousands of people have an encounter with the risen
Jesus Christ and receive healing
Here is his testimony about the remarkable impact his visit to
The SCOAN and encounter with T.B. Joshua had on his life and
ministry. To God be the glory! [134].

Pastor Benny Hinn granted the Emmanuel TV crew an
interview in Greece. The views of Pastor Benny Hinn about
Prophet T.B.Joshua are thus: [135]

Prophet Joshua Iginla Prays on Prophet TB Joshua’s Attack:
[136]

Consequences of the SCOAN Rapid Progress:
However, when they cannot comprehend the phenomenon of
his successes, most especially his Spiritual power of miraculous
healings]; deliverances prolific precision prophetic messages,
and his philanthropic activities; campaign of calumny,
slanderous and false allegation: name calling and vilification
including character assassination started in earnest; due to
jealousy and envy that graduated to hatred with passion;
persecution with no just cause at all, for whatever reason(s):
Moreover, T.B. Joshua Watch: a comprehensive resource on
T.B.Joshua and SCOAN; which is a dedicated website, created
purposely to malign, vilify the person of Prophet T. B. Joshua
and to distort all the wonderful work of the man of God; in the
early stage and era of his ministry, and those that are being
done  presently;  in  Jesus  Christ  name  by  him.  In  fact,  the
malignity caused by remarks of the owner and creator of
T.B.Joshua Watch Website; comprises the malicious and
deceptive interpretation of Prophet T.B.Joshua healings,
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deliverances, and prophesies, done in Jesus Christ name,
through the Holy Ghost at SCOAN; as ordained by the
Almighty God. Signs and wonders backed by the Authority and
Power  of  God;  reminding  human  race,  of  the  “End  Time  and
Second Coming”, of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ;
preaching the Gospel to the entire world, as witness, to all the
nations of the world; as a fulfillment to the prophesy in the
Holy Bible in Matthew 24: 14.

Planning and execution of Planned Attack(s):
Consequently, it can be understood why his antagonists, either
internal or external, national and international; will go to any
extent to plan, and use their enormous ill-gotten wealth, and
influential position in the society; in attempted several abortive
failed planned attack; to bomb the main auditorium of the
Cathedral Building of SCOAN, through Boko Haram Deadly
Horrifying and Terror Striking Squad Force Members: after
which they allegedly, successfully, used the military aircraft; to
carry infrasonic weapon radiation, to carry out the devastating
attack of SCOAN Building; that resulted to the tragic calamitous
incident of Friday September 12, 2014 Just as it happened to
USA on September 11, 2001: [174]; through the US adamant
enemy; which is the extent the Homosapien can go, due to
hatred.

Different Types of Weapons of War and Destruction:
Following are the lists of assorted types of weapons of war and
destructions; consisting of those that have already been
invented and produced; and it consists also, some, such as
envisaged would be “Alien Weapons” that are also listed, but,
are  more  of  science  fiction;  and  that  of  future  advanced
technology.
Alien Weapon
Chemical, Biochemical, and Biological Weaponry
Bionic Weaponry
Sonic Weapons,
Photonic Radiative Weaponry
Particulate Radiative Weaponry
Nuclear Explosives
Climate Modification and High Technology Weapons
The Ultimate Weapon
Hypersonic Missile

Different Types and Forms of Useful and equally Destructive
Energies:
The above listed various different weapons have inherent
associated accompanied types and forms of effective “Energies”
which are evidences of the result of their awesome power. The
lists are as follows:
Infrasound or Infrasonic Energy within the Acoustic Spectrum
Laser Rays Energy within Light spectrum
Chemical Energy within Explosives
Electrical Energy through Turbines & Generator Plants
Mechanical Energy through Motor Plants
Solar Energy through Sun Rays

Wind energy through wind
Tidal Energy through Oceanic waves
Geothermal Energy through Rocks
Nuclear Energy through Uranium

Accidental Discovery of Infrasound or Infrasonic Weapon by
Vladimir Gavreau:
Because, the case study of the SCOAN Collapsed Building,
which I embarked on in this paper, was primarily to confirm,
whether such a weapon of enormous potent hidden or latent
energy, that can destroyed a massive concrete structure within
few minutes, without any audible or visible appearance of any
sign, and interconnector or link; has been invented and
produced. And secondly, the concerned for security and safety
purposes also become a motivator.

Hence, to establish the actual existence of a lethal weapon, such
as Infrasonic or infrasound based; I wish to quote the following
crucial necessary relevant passages and paragraphs from
“Hubpages.com-Education-Infrasound-Weapons-Silent-But-
Deadly”: which goes thus, and I quote “At greater intensities,
infrasound can make a person feel ill and disoriented. At even
greater energies, infrasound can kill by causing the internal
organs of a person to vibrate so violently that they rupture.
Obviously any device that could generate infrasound at these
energies would make a devious and lethal weapon.

“The reason sound waves can kill is that they carry energy. The
sound waves caused by a powerful thunderclap, though miles
distant,  can  not  only  startle  a  person,  but  can  rattle  dishes  in
cabinets and knock knick-knacks off shelves. That is because
the sound waves still carry enough energy to disturb physical
objects despite traveling such a distance.
“In 1957, while the Cold War was still quite heated, Dr.
Vladimir Gavreau: had assembled a team of researchers
dedicated to developing robotic devices for a variety of military
and industrial purposes. During work, the team would
periodically fall victim to spells of nausea. Even those called
upon to inspect the facility to determine the cause would
experience the same ill feeling. Strangely, whenever the
afflicted person or persons would step outside the building, the
symptoms vanished. They found that opening the windows
reduced the effect, but did not eliminate it entirely. The mystery
affliction persisted, causing a serious disruption of Gavreau's
work. Eventually, after other causes such as noxious vapors or
compounds were ruled out, the culprit was determined to be a
ventilation fan motor. Gavreau's team knew the fan motor was
the culprit, as direct exposure to it caused its victim to be ill for
hours afterward, but they did not know why.

“The  motor  was  causing  vibrations  of  the  air  at  7  cycles  per
second,  well  into  the  infrasonic  range.  The  sound from the  fan
motor could not be heard, but its effects were quite evident.
Eventually they determined the infrasonic waves from the
motor caused a resonance within the building. A resonance
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occurs when the frequency of sound is just right so that the
peaks and troughs of the sound waves bouncing back and forth
in a medium line up and reinforce each other. Thus, the peaks
are higher and the troughs are deeper. The cavernous interior of
the industrial building amplified the sound waves even more.
When the thoughts of the group turned toward reproducing the
effect through some type of self-contained, movable apparatus,
the potential for weaponization became obvious.
Experimentation produced a device utilizing large custom-built
organ pipes, with the energy supplied first by a motor-driven
piston, then by a pneumatic mechanism.

“Dr. Gavreau's team tested the infrasonic device on themselves.
The effects were almost immediate. First came intense pressure
on the eyes and eardrums. Soon after, intense pain racked the
entire body. Then the entire building, a massive and stout
concrete structure, was shaken. One of the team members
managed to switch off the power, despite being in excruciating
pain. The group experienced altered vision and painful spasms
throughout the body for days following that one brief test. In
retrospect, it seems that if the device had been left on any
longer, Dr. Gavreau and his team would have died right there
and then, victims of their impatience to have empirical data on
the effect of their new endeavor on living human beings. The
team had also seriously miscalculated the power that would be
generated by their device. Earlier I referred to infrasonic
weapons as both lethal and devious. The devious nature is
derived from the fact the weapon makes no audible sound”.
End of quote.

Advocating and Soliciting for Foreign Explosive and Weapon
Expert Independent Investigation:
Indeed, the nature, manner and way the building collapsed, and
because of other relevant initially stated reasons, that caused
abhorrence for Prophet T.B.Joshua and SCOAN; and the
following cited two crucial happenings; it should become
essential, for the international community to be interested, and
become proactive; in assisting to unravel the mystery,
surrounding the SCOAN dastard attack; that claimed 116
casualties.  Essentially,  because  of  the  issue  of  probable
utilization of an advanced technologically invented
sophisticated destructive weapon such as the “Silent but
Deadly” Infrasonic weapon, including the issue of the military
aircraft, that flew over the collapsed building four times, before
the structure collapsed vertically, momentarily on its base floor
by floor; after which the aircraft did not come back, however,
amazingly, the Military and Nigeria Airspace Management
Authority (NAMA); agreed that its flights were done under the
military training schedule Programme; which also coincided
with the widely reported case of the missing military aircraft,
on bombing mission of Boko Haram locations in Bornu State,
within the same period of time.

The Tragic Incident:
On Friday September 12, 2014; calamity struck at about 12 noon,

within the premises of Synagogue Church of All Nations
(SCOAN), located at Ikotun Egbe, in Lagos State, Nigeria; when
the church 6 storey guest house building suddenly collapsed.
The area was cordon off, as rescue works commenced
immediately.

The Setting Up of a Coronal Inquest Investigation Panel:
Lagos State Government sets up a Judicial Corona Inquest
Investigation panel, headed by Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe; which its mandate and term of investigation is to
investigate the cause and circumstances resulting in the death of
116 people following the building collapsed of September 12,
2014.

View and comment of Prophet T.B.Joshua on the Tragic Incident:
 Meanwhile, the General Overseer of SCOAN, Prophet
T.B.Joshua alleged, that the church was attacked by Boko
Haram,  as  there  was  a  mysterious  aircraft  that  flew  over  the
collapsed building four times; after which it did not returned
any more, after the fourth flight: [137],[138].

Commencement of the Judicial Panel Investigation:
 When Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe Judicial
Investigation panel commenced sitting on Monday October 13,
2014; thirty-two (32) numbers of witnesses gave evidences, and
tendered 45 exhibits. But out of their testimonies and evidences,
only six (6) evidences were used: Three (3) witnesses out of the
six (6) witnesses, testified that the building collapsed, due to
structural defect in the construction of the building; while the
remaining three (3) witnesses who are personnel of Lagos State
Government Agencies, testified that the building collapsed, due
to under sizing of its beams and columns.

Crucial Evidences of Experts Jettisoned and discarded:
Surprisingly, two most crucial  evidences, that could have led
to, a call on Government at both Federal and State levels, in the
panel recommendations; for further thorough investigation by
experts from the Advance Countries; due to both testimonies
and evidences; of the weapon and explosive expert, and that of
Nigeria Police Force investigating team; which should have
been crucial, and very essential pointer or lead, to solve the
riddle, surrounding the cause, of the tragic incident; pertaining
to utilization of infrasonic weapon; and the issue of the Military
Aircraft that flew over the building, at irregular intervals, flying
on it segment by segment in a  segregation manner, starting
from the Aircraft Pilot left hand side, moving towards his right
hand side over the building, during the four (4) times, within a
duration period of just 24 minutes (11.30 am – 11.54 am).
Moreover, the Military and NAMA witnesses testified and
claimed that the Aircraft was on training flight scheduled
Programme. Then the pertinent question, which would come to
the mind of an unbiased open minded person; will be thus:
does it means the training schedule Programme within a whole
day,  is  only  for  that  very  short  period  of  24  minutes?
Nevertheless, the experts’ evidences were jettison, rejected and
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discarded.

Analysis Of Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe Coroner’s
Inquest   Investigation Verdict:
The following are the point by point given verdict, and the
associated recommendations, of the judicial panel; which will
subsequently be followed by, the analysis that the author of
this case study paper, carried out initially on their verdict and
recommendations, taking it one by one and point by point.

Mandate & Terms of Investigation Given to the Panel:
To investigate the Cause and Circumstances resulting in the
death of 116 people following the building collapse on
September 12, 2014

Reasons for Embarking on The Analysis of the Panel Verdict:
In this write-up, on the verdict and recommendations of the
corona inquest investigating panel; and my analysis on it; it is
imperative for me to deal first with the actual cause of the tragic
incident, which to me, is the crucial and the most significant
aspect of the Lagos State mandate to the judicial panel of the
corona inquest investigators, instead of the circumstances and
circumstantial aspect, which was actually exhaustively dealt
with, in the verdict and recommendations  made to the Lagos
state Government; as Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe and
her judicial team have done; in the highly suspected verdict and
recommendation full of ambiguities and bias pronouncement
that led one to believe the insinuation of predetermined
conclusion.

Observations Made during the Period of Investigations:
It was obvious from the commencement of the investigation,
due to the utterances of the Chief Magistrate, and various Lagos
State Agencies personnel; that actual cause is not the target, but
scape goat. As a result of which, the judicial panel have with
ignominy, dismissed the two key issues through which the
actual cause of the calamitous event of Friday September 12,
2014 could have been thoroughly investigated and exposed. In
order to ensure that future re-occurrence has been prevented.
After going through the following analysis, the reason for my
arrival at this assertion will be made clear. I opined and
believed that (i) The nature, manner, way and brief period of
the collapse should be the main determinant of the cause. (ii)
The mysterious air craft that flew low at the stated 1,100ft
(330m) by NAMA personnel should have been under elaborate
scrutiny, as the major factor of the cause.
This should have been done, by utilizing the evidence and
testimony of the expert on explosive and military weapon as the
spring board to lunch full investigation, but for Nigeria, nay
Africa mentality of always looking for scape goat in lieu of
solution and prevention of future occurrence.
In fact, the opportunity created by Mr. Biedomo Iguniwei
testimony for recommendation of further investigation to be
conducted by weaponry scientists, researchers and experts from
a country like US, China or any country from Europe, was lost

and was jettison for mediocre opinion, and consideration of
Chemical weaponry instead of sonic weapons, which was the
area their investigation search light was beamed. Hence, the
claim of no evidence of carbon monoxide in the victim lung,
made Chief Magistrate Komolafe arrived at her no bomb blast
and fire, for proving that the collapse was not due to chemical
weaponry or explosive attack, a conclusion that has initially also
made Mr. Biedomo Iguniwei considered other options, due to
his background and experience, most especially after his
scientific analysis, come to the conclusion that the building
collapse was due to utilization of infrasonic weapon and
radiation to attack the SCOAN 6 Storey Guest House Building,
being built for the comfort and convenience of SCOAN Guests
to shield them from profit oriented Shylock Landlords, who
have reconstructed and turned their buildings to hotels near
and far at and around the Synagogue Church of all Nations
(SCOAN) location.

Corona Inquest Panel Members Have No Consideration For
Modern Era Technological Advancement:
Moreover, in this era of technology, and of new innovations and
ideas, being translated into scientific discoveries, resulting in
and accompanied with so much advancement, development and
production of new inventions being discovered through
researches; chemical weapon and explosive can never be, and is
no more the only weapon that is very lethal and effective, even
with more disastrous, devastating, catastrophic, calamitous,
destructive  and killing effect; and in which category, is
infrasonic and hypersonic weapons:  based on acoustic or sound
energy utilization; while infrasonic weapon fired radiation; are
not within audible and visible spectrum range: within the entire
sonic spectrum, the effect stated and listed above within this
paragraph are its characteristics; but hypersonic missile arm:
doesn’t depend and is not dependent on its effect manifestation
alone; is audible and visible, as it is within ultrasonic range of
sonic spectrum: and presently, the hypersonic weapon: is being
placed along and compared with nuclear weapon in its output
effectiveness according to on-going researches, within
researchers, in the advanced first world countries; if and when
utilized and deployed in war-fare. Consequently, the world
powers Russia, China and US; are already in fierce and envious
competition researching vigorously into further improvement in
production and utilization of the sophisticated weapon of war.
Hence, it is worrisome and amazing that Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe did not considered any aspect of the
scientific oriented testimony and evidence of Mr. Biedomo
Iguniwei at all, but just dismissed with a wave of hand and
with ignominy, the expert evidence that proved scientifically
and logically, beyond reasonable doubt; that the tragic incident
of the collapse of SCOAN building was due to infrasonic
weapon, which is within the family of sonic weapons.
Continuous Research Works On Weapon of War and
Destruction: Moreover, in the field of research and production
of military weapons and hardware, further researches,
examinations, verification and investigation works, are still on
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going in the Advance Countries such as USA, Russia, Europe
and China through collaboration of their Researchers,
Scientists, Engineers, Research and Development Departments
of Universities and Technological Institutions, Military and
Research Centres; on on-going new innovations and inventions,
general improvement couple with  development;  as to the
eventual production and utilization of the following various
weapons weaponries: Alien Weapons, Chemical Weaponry,
Biochemical Weaponry, Biological Weaponry, Bionic Weaponry,
Sonic Weapons, Photonic Radiative Weaponry, Particulate
Radiative Weaponry, Nuclear Explosives and Climate
Modification and High technology Weapons . All these various
weapons, are being produced and tested for effectiveness, and
preserved to be used in future attack during periods of war, by
the military in the advance countries various wars. Hence the
expert, who has worked for 6 years at a military establishment,
is in a better position to know the difference in the usage of
chemical weapon, or infrasonic weapon, not those who have
never have anything to do with military wares.

Views and Opinion of UFO Researcher and Scientist:
On the 18th September, 2014; Greg Odogwu, a UFO researcher
also wrote and caption his write-up thus: “Did UFOs destroy TB
Joshua’s building” in the article it was obvious that the writer
ended captioning his article thus, due to the following two
phenomena (i) Nature, manner, way and brief period of the
building collapse. (ii) Mysterious air craft that flew low, above
the building. Certainly, any unbiased and open-minded person
will have that notion, immediately after watching the CCTV
footage; and see exactly how the tragic incident occurred. In the
article written by the UFO Researcher, usage of Alien Weapon
by UFOs was the envisaged and suggested probability of cause
of the building collapse

Evidence of Weapon and Explosive Expert Treated with
Ignominy:
However, amazingly, Chief Magistrate Komolafe and the Lagos
State Agencies were not bothered by the two phenomena; as
their predetermined verdict, were their goal and targeted
objective, and their aim of conviction and indictment.
Consequently, in the verdict dished out by Chief Magistrate
Oyetade  Komolafe  on  behalf  of  her  members  of  the  corona
inquest judicial panel, treated with ignominy, a very important
testimony that could have led to the determination of the actual
cause of the sad and tragic incident, given by Mr. Biedomo
Iguniwei.

Presently, he is a postgraduate student of Explosives and
Material Science with the Nigerian Defense Academy; with his
initial 6 years’ work experience with the Defense Industry
Corporation of Nigeria; after graduating from the University of
Maiduguri with a B.Sc. Degree in Chemistry; he is also
presently a lecturer at Kaduna Polytechnic, College of Science
and Technology, in the Applied Science Department of the
Institution; an expert and scientist, and researcher of weapon

and explosives in military wares; who, due to his background
and research experience in explosives and military weapons
took personal interest in the collapse building, and had
consequently visited the site, watched the CCTV footages and
made oral inquiries; which will eventually enable his research
paper manuscript to be written and submitted to a reputable
foreign base organization; International Journal of Scientific
Engineering Research (IJSER) Organization.

However this expert background educational qualifications,
professional training and wealth of accumulated experience,
were, to the judicial panel, inconsequential, insignificant and
useless; hence, his evidence was dismissed and discarded, as
there was no any  intention for its consideration, or for its
utilization by the panel; with an unreasonable excuse, of
reference to non-evidence of chemical and explosives
utilization, with accompanied bomb blast and fire, and also
because of non-presence of carbon monoxide within the
internal organs of the victims. What a ridiculous proposition
and consideration, most especially when the reason for this has
been given and it were conspicuous in the Expert evidence that
infrasonic weapon fired below or at 20HZ, within an
appropriate range of an altitude of 100m – 1,000m, that will have
devastating disastrous effect on massive concrete structure,
without being audible and visible; could only be the cause of
such collapse and not utilization of Chemical Weapon or/and
Explosives.

Judicial Panel Verdict And Recommendations:
The following are the Premises and Assertions, on which the
verdict and the recommendations, of the Corona Inquest
Investigation Judicial Panel presided over by Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe, were based:

Chief Magistrate Komolafe said that, the varying injuries seen
on the victims were consistent with blunt force trauma that
would normally be sustained from a collapse building.

She dismissed the suggestion by the Church and its witnesses
that the collapse was caused by a mysterious aircraft which
allegedly hovered over the said building moments before it
went down.

She said the CCTV footage and the testimony of witness from
the Nigerian Airspace Management Agency (NAMA); the said
aircraft flew over 1,100 feet. This is approximately=330metres
and exactly=335.23metres: 1feet=0.3048metre.

She said that the aircraft was 103floors above the collapse
building. There was no direct hovering of the aircraft above the
building and people could be seen going about their normal
activities when the incident occurred.

She also dismissed the testimony of explosives and weapons
expert, who is also a postgraduate researcher and scientist, Mr.
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Biedomo Iguniwei, who testified that the building may have
collapsed due to infrasonic radiation.

Chief Magistrate Komolafe said that there was no carbon
monoxide found in the lungs of any of the victims to have
suggested that there was a bomb blast or fire incident.

She said that the reports tendered by Nigerian Building and
Research Institute, Council for the Regulation of Engineering in
Nigeria COREN and the Building Collapse Prevention Guild all
pointed to a structural defect in the construction of the building.

She said that the Agencies which are definitely Lagos State
Agencies; had in their reports averred that the building
collapsed due to under-sizing of its beams and columns.

She recommended that CSP Haruna Alaba the Divisional Police
Officer, Ikotun Police Station, should forthwith be transferred
from the said station because he failed to take note of what was
happening in his area, and has to rely on information from the
Police HQs.

She recommended that the Church should be investigated and
tried for not obtaining the necessary permit before constructing
the collapse building, which resulted in the death of 116 people
including several South African Nationals.

She indicted the structural engineers- who are Messrs.’ Oladele
Ogundeji and Akinbela Fatiregun of Hardrock Constructions –
who supervised the construction of the building and
recommended that they should be investigated and tried for
criminal negligence.

The Analysis, Views And Comments Of The Author; Engr. Michael
Ola Bolaji; On The Assertion And Premises On Which Chief
Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe Coroner Inquest Investigation
Judicial Panel; Based Its Verdict:

My First Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel First
Verdict:
Indeed, this supposedly is physical evidence that doesn’t need
extraordinary examination to deduce or know as it will be
conspicuous and obvious signs on the victims.
 Reason For My First Assertion:
There is no need for rigorous tests or examination, for any sane
and reasonable person, to come to such a conclusion stated by
the panel members; in their verdict.

My Second Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel Second
Verdict:
In order for the panel members to remain impartial, and address
the real cause of the tragic incident as mandated, the initial
allegation of a strange Air Craft that flew over the SCOAN
collapsed building, should have been the crucial and vital claim
to be adequately, thoroughly, exhaustively and elaborately

investigated objectively, instead of Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe summarily dismissal of, the all-important, salient and
crucial allegation.
Reason For My Second Assertion:
The nature, manner, way and sudden occurrence of brief time
factor; that resulted within few minutes, for a massive structure
such as SCOAN 6-Storey Building; becoming and been reduced
or crumbled to dust and rubble; momentarily and vertically;
floor by floor on its basement and foundation area; as shown in
the  CCTV  two  Cameras  Footage;  just  like  a  pack  of  cards;
should have been a very serious concern for Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe and her Corona Inquest Investigation Team
in a 10months period of investigation. It is a crucial happening
and strange phenomenon, that is worthy of thorough and
elaborate examination and investigation, which the Coroner
would have ordered to be conducted immediately and be
concluded within 3months, during its 10months investigation
period. Supposedly Caliber Of The Neutral Experts, Who The
Panel Could Have Suggested, To Lagos State Government; To Be
Given The Responsibility Of Further Investigation, Of The Two
Crucial Unusual And Abnormal Issues; Of The Military Aircraft
Flights And Infrasonic Weapon Utilization:

For instance, if Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe and her
team, have stayed over board with no suspicious acts and
actions, and also no traits of impartiality betrayed, in their
behaviour and utterances; then appropriately, when the issues
of  the  two  crucial  occurrences  were  introduced;  they  should
have immediately call on Lagos State and Federal Government
to intervene and allow further investigation; to be carried out by
properly and adequately equipped professionals, experts and
 unbiased, neutral  personnel and personalities from agencies,
 Establishments, Institutions: such as Universities, e.g.
UNILAG; Polytechnics/College of Technologies e.g. YCT; or any
Non-Military Research Centres.
Because, the Military has been shown to be biased, by their
testimony, in collaboration with NAMA personnel; concerning
airspace approval, for the military allowed Aircraft, to fly over
SCOAN Building for a training duration of only 24minutes (out
of a normal working hours of 8 hours a day); for four irregular
flights between 11.30am and 11.54am (that were satisfied by
trainer of the trainees, who are only two crew-member pilots on
training); a period that coincided with the widely reported news
of the missing military aircraft, which was on a bombing
mission, to Borno State; that left Yola military base at 10.45am,
to bomb Boko Haram locations, and return to base at 12noon; but
failed to return: and later, one of the pilot was captured and
killed gruesomely and brutally, by cutting off his head with an
axe several times, by Boko Haram. He was a Wing Commander
and a Wing Commander cannot be a trainee. And there were
conflicting and confusing, distorted reports on all that happened
to the two pilots and the Air Force Military Plane [153]: just to
cover up the cruel, implicating attack of SCOAN Building. All
these happenings have raised the issue of the military
involvement and allegation; that they collaborated with Boko
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Haram to carry out the attack.

Because initial several attempts by Boko Haram sent explosive
planting trained expert teams, who were at SCOAN vicinity; at
various times in recent past, failed woefully to carry out their
nefarious and destructive acts; which they have even carried out
initially, successfully in churches, motor parks, police stations
and military bases at various locations nationwide:

 Hence, the appeal and call for non-partisan, impartial and
neutral, open minded unbiased establishments; which
possessed required sophisticated testing equipment and
scientific laboratories, with well trained staff; other than, or
instead of, and different from, the Lagos State Agencies
Personnel; who happened to be the accusers, prosecutors and
the judge, as evidence during the investigation period in the
utterances and indicting pronouncements by personality  such
as the Lagos State Commissioner of Physical and Urban
Planning ministry, Mr. Ayinde and his other Colleagues from
various Lagos State Agencies; who seem to be collaborating well
with Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe led team of
investigators; in their allegedly hidden agenda, which usually
made the Chief Magistrate exhibits hostility and annoyance
whenever any witness is testifying and giving evidence that
tends to be supporting SCOAN in general, and Prophet T.B
Joshua in particular; most especially the Weapon and Explosive
Expert, Mr. Biedomo Iguniwei, to the bewilderment of the court
audience.

In actual fact, the mysterious aircraft issue should not have been
swept under the carpet just like that, if actually the reason of
the coroner investigation was to identify the actual cause of the
calamitous event, in order to prevent such occurrence(s) in
future. For instance, on the fateful day, it was widely reported
in the news media, the missing military air craft that left Yola
Military  Base  at  10.45am  on  a  mission  for  an  assignment,  to
bomb some locations of Boko Haram at Adamawa and Borno
States, and return to base by 12noon, but did not retuned. The
timing of the disappearance of the military declared missing air
craft up north, coincided with alleged and claimed mysterious
air craft presence down south, and also coincided with the time
an air craft flying so low was sighted at Egbeda area, and the 4
times hovering and flying of the alleged and claimed
mysterious air craft, over SCOAN 6-storey Guest house
building between 11.30am and 11.54am, after which the
mysterious air craft did not come back again. Amazingly,
nothing of such concerning the missing air craft was mentioned
or taking into consideration in the investigation, verdict and
recommendation of Chief Magistrate Komolafe and members of
the Lagos State inaugurated corona inquest judicial panel.

Appearances Of The Military Air Craft 4-Times Within 24
Minutes At Irregular Intervals Over The Scoan 6-Storey Guest
House Building: (11.30 – 11.54) am.
 1st Flight over the Building-------------@ 11.30am

2nd Flight over the Building-------------@ 11.43am
3rd Flight over the Building-------------@ 11.45am
4th Flight over the Building-------------@ 11.54am
Missing Military Air Craft Period Of Disappearance After
Departing The Military Base In Yola For Bombing Assignment
At 10.45am To Return At 12noon (Mission Period: 10.45am –
12noon; Within Which It Appeared In Lagos, And Flew Over
SCOAN Guest House Building Between 11.30am & 11.54am To
Carry Out Its Assignment). But, After Which It Never Safely
Returned Back To Its Yola Base. As The News Of Its Crashed At
Adamawa Was Later Reported:

Apparently, it is logical and it can be argued and deduced, from
observed flight route changing, and also from the above
coincidental periods, of the Aircraft appearances in Lagos; most
especially, when the base of the Aircraft flight origin, Yola: in
Adamawa State is put into consideration; and the fact, that it did
not crashed within Borno State, but in the same Adamawa State;
its flight origin is also considered; then, it seems, that, the Air
Craft Mission was actually accomplished and its objective
achieved, within its mandated period of time, of getting the
pilot(s) equipped and briefed for the purpose of diversion to
Lagos, and be back in Yola thereafter, without showing its
presence in Borno State; only to be brought down when coming
back to its base Yola, in Adamawa State to ensure that, evidence
of its diverted flight and changed mission have been totally
obliterated by been brought down at Adamawa, which was
where its flight originated, after mission accomplished
successfully; at SCOAN in Lagos State; and not within Borno
State territory, where it supposed to go; on its mission to bomb
Boko Haram locations.

 This highly secrete and tough mission, which will involve very
few highest ranking military and state security personnel; can
only be embarked on with the knowledge of topmost military
highest command, because of the huge amount of money, which
will be expended; to purchase such sophisticated weapon of
destruction; such as Infrasonic Weapon. And also the topmost
secrete Boko Haram involvement, which made the mission to be
highly classified top secret in nature; and become much more
complicated, as it involved a SCOAN Guest House Building;
harbouring Visitors from other countries.

Acts and actions undertaking just to support the “Jihad War”
aim and objective of Boko Haram, in the Islamization of Nigeria
in general; and the Northern States in particular. Confession of
a Boko Haram member that the Jihad, that the group is carrying
out on those they term infidels, is with the support and backing,
of the Northern Moslem Influential people in particular; and
the entire moslem religion Faithful in Nigeria; in Saudi; and in
Iran: depending on which each of the two groups, the Nigeria
Moslems have allegiance to; in either the Supreme Leader of
Iran or the Saudi Royal King. This should be a concern to
Nigerians non-moslem; because, the country’s constitution
recognized Nigeria as a secular nation: Considering the
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confession of a former Boko Haram Member earlier on referred
to in this paper: [129].

This campaign to Islamize the country may not be far from the
truth, when many factors are factorized into it; such as the
recent revelation, during the presidency of President Goodluck
Jonathan, concerning, the sending of ill equipped soldiers; to
face well equipped Boko Haram Fighters; which resulted in
Nigeria Army sustaining heavy causalities; and even there was a
pathetic story in the newspapers; about the Nigeria troop
consisting of many soldiers; that were ambushed by the Boko
Haram, and killed for fun, and for nothing; when they were sent
to  Boko  Haram  Location.  Because,  the  prior  plan  of  the
movement of the Nigeria Soldiers were already known, to the
Boko Haram Fighters.

All these acts and atrocities, committed by the then topmost
hierarchy Amy Officers and the national security personnel; led
to the revolt within the Armed Forces; and also led to
unjustified Court Martial of the so call rebels, that committed
would  be  rebellion;  and  sentencing  of  some  of  them  to  death
and various punishments meted out to others.

However, those of them that were lucky to be still alive, as they
were waiting on death row, received their pardon and reversed
death penalty at the inception of the current Federal
Government of President Muhammadu Buhari (PMB) Regime.
Are they not the same top most Security and Military Leaders
and Officers; who are now facing the on-going probe and
prosecution; and who are also, presently the top military and
security personnel involved in shady, shoddy, fraudulent and
dubious practices done concerning the procurement of military
wares worth of Billions in US Dollars, as now being revealed.

Concerning the mysterious aircraft that flew over the collapsed
building, shortly before the occurrence of the tragic incident, it
is now clear that it was an Air Force plane, as revealed; that the
Air Craft that was seen hovering over the SCOAN Building; was
on Scheduled Training Programme. This coincidental period of
time interval and the probability and possibility of the missing
Air Craft to leave Yola military base at 10.45am and start its 1st
flight over SCOAN Building at 11.30am, after the Pilot(s) must
have been briefed, is very possible and probable as it is also
apparent, from logical reasonable reasoning deduction.

And for the plane returning to the location, where it was
claimed that its wreckage was discovered; is also worrisome and
a possibility, to explain, why it was shot down, on his way back
to base in Yola military base, in Adamawa State; which was a
mistake on their part, as it shows that the Aircraft did not even,
in the first instance, go on its original initial mission of
bombing of Boko Haram Locations, in Borno State; as its
crashing was not within Borno State territory, it is obvious that,
after its 4th flight over the building and mission objective
accomplished at 11.54am. The pilot(s) did as must have been

instructed, to fly back to base in Yola.

But, probably, unknown to the pilots, that already, the flight
route, they will take back to base in Yola, Adamawa State; has
been fraught with danger of been short down by either Boko
Haram Fighters, or by those loyal Boko Haram Members,
planted in the Nigeria Armed Forces as planned in their
clandestine, hidden top secret, agenda; by these sympathizers
and supporters of Boko Haram initial plan of Islamizing the
Northern States in particular; and the entire nation in general.

 This is in order to spread Islam and introduce Islamic practices,
tenet and principle, doctrines and teachings: a plan which
includes capturing and forcefully giving young Christian girls
in marriage; which made isolated reported cases to be treated
with levity by police initially; a plan to compulsorily secure
gracing route nationwide; to enable Christian inhabited villages
and hamlets to be attacked; and several Christians to be killed,
and their Churches to be burnt; instead of well-planned Modern
Cattle Ranches; with all year-round irrigated extensive gracing
farmland layout; planted with appropriate grass in some States
voluntary locations; not acquisition of any State land
compulsorily by force; Diary associated businesses; hide and
skin associated businesses; Beef Meat associated businesses,
shoe making associated businesses, in small, medium and large
scale will eventually be established in Cattle Ranches locations.

Educational Facilities:
Various categories of Educational Institutions will follow suit;
and the children of the Fulani, who will seized to be called
“Nomadic Fulani” will have equal opportunity like every
citizens of Nigeria to have access to useful Western and Arabic
education, and they will not anymore be tools to be
manipulated: As it is been done presently, when it is common
scene now; for the young Fulani Herdsmen, who are now
having AK 47 and sophisticated weapons that were not given to
our Soldiers initially during the President Goodluck Jonathan
government by the Military High Command and Security
Agencies.

Failed Plans:
All the initial plans against Christians bombing and killings:
[129]; boomerang and went haywire; when in the infinite
wisdom and mercy of God, as prophesy by Senior Prophet
T.B.Joshua; they went out of control of their sponsors and
started bombing Mosques, Market places and Motor Parks in
various Northern States. We should not forget easily, that initial
bombing sprees espionage, were churches, motor parks, police
stations, and army barracks. But later Emirs were waylaid and
killed, mosques and gatherings of people irrespective of
religion became targets; just after Friday September 12, 2014. It
has now become an embarrassed occurrence and condition that
has resulted in a change of leadership of Boko Haram by ISIS.

According to Prophet T. B. Joshua, why speaking on the incident;
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he said, that, darkness can never conquer and overshadow light;
and neither can lies overcome the truth however long a period it
takes; because, one day the truth will prevail: [139].

My Third, Fourth, Fifth And Sixth Assertions And Explanation Of
Judicial Panel Third, Fourth, Fifth And Sixth Verdict:
The testimony of witness from the Nigerian Airspace
Management Agency (NAMA), who said aircraft flew over 1,100
feet and which Chief Magistrate Komolafe assisted to estimate
as 103floors above the collapse building, should have been
positively considered in SCOAN favour. Although, the stated
values were mere guess work as the witness is not one of the
pilot of the aircraft. But yet, the given plane flight altitude
value, is within Infrasound firing range.

She dismissed the testimony of explosives and weapons expert,
who is a postgraduate researcher and scientist, Mr. Biedomo
Iguniwei, who testified that the building may have collapsed
due to infrasonic radiation:

This is the most worrisome, unpalatable, unpardonable, serious
and unimaginable pronouncement and verdict of the Corona
Inquest investigation body presided over by Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe, in all the aspects of the entire 10-months
investigation.

Chief Magistrate Komolafe said that, there was no carbon
monoxide found in the lungs of any of the victims to have
suggested that there was a bomb blast or fire incident.

The in-depth of the ignorance displayed by the above
statement, is also a thing of concern, at this age of worldwide
technological era. What does infrasonic radiation, pertaining to
sound waves, which is within sonic spectrum: has to do with
Chemical Explosive, and the product of incomplete combustion
of Hydro Carbon Products, or the insufficient oxygen bye
product, such as Carbon Monoxide; that kills when it is inhale
by Homosapien?

Reason For My Third, Fourth, Fifth And Sixth Assertions And
Explanation Of Judicial Panel Third, Fourth, Fifth And Sixth
Verdicts:
Since 1ft = 0.3048metres. Approximate Value: 1,100ft =
330metres, and Exact Value: 1,100ft = 335.23metres. Then, these
1,100ft and 103floors above the collapsed building as stated by
the NAMA personnel witness and Chief Komolafe; are altitudes
that are still within the range of 100metres and 1,000metres at
which Infrasonic Weapon can be successfully used; to fire
radiation between 0>20Hz frequency ranges, at any target with
achieved appropriate sine waves signals at peak and trough; and
caused vibrations producing sound energy enough at various
concrete components molecular oscillations at resonance, to
have disastrous, catastrophic and devastating physical effect on
the required target or object in focus.

It should also be noted and be taken into consideration, that
Sound Wave travels at 343.2m/s in air; and 1,484m/s in water; and
5120m/s in iron: [140].

The assertion of Chief Magistrate Komolafe that there was no
direct hovering of the aircraft above the building, and that
people could be seen going about their normal activities when
the incident occurred; was totally wrong, when the above given
data concerning the speed of sound; the invisibility and
inaudibility characteristics of sound wave energy within the
infrasound range is considered.

 So also, the NAMA personnel stated altitude of 1,100ft; also
becomes ridiculous and the verdict of Chief Magistrate
Komolafe also becomes vindictive and bias; as she did not
asked for enough explanation concerning speed of sound and
nature of acoustic generated energy within 0>20 Hz frequency
range; Also, she was not physically present at the scene, when
the air craft flew above the building 4-times at irregular
intervals.

Consequently, she should have not made the categorical
statement to buttress her wrong, untenable, illogical, untruthful
and unreasonable assertion. Equally she erred because she was
not  an  engineer  or  one  of  the  pilots  of  the  Air  Craft  that  day,
which could have entitled her to make such a sweeping
categorical statement as part of its Corona verdict. Haba!!! Chief
Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe, it is my belief that justice should
be seen to be given with fear of God, as the ultimate Judge is
God Himself.

Moreover, the utilization of infrasonic weapon to fire radiation
at 20HZ Frequency is below the audible, visual, or visible range
within the sonic spectrum. Hence, only its effect and the
outcome of it can be felt or manifested:
 [16],[17],[18],[19],[20],[120].
However, “The reason sound waves can kill is that they carry
energy”. Concerning infrasonic radiation effect, a team of
researchers, “Dr. Vladimir Gavreau: and his team tested the
infrasonic device they made on themselves. The effects were
almost immediate. First came intense pressure on the eyes and
eardrums. Soon after, intense pain racked the entire body. Then
the entire building, a massive and stout concrete structure, was
shaken.  One  of  the  team  members  managed  to  switch  off  the
power, despite being in excruciating pain. Dr. Gavreau and his
team would have died right there and then: to learn more about
Dr. Gavreau’s Team research works and infrasonic, subsonic
and ultrasonic and their effects: [16],[17],[18],[19],[20].

To appreciate the extent of devastating and disastrous effect of
infrasonic acoustic radiation, the reknown researcher of
Xenology, Robert A. Freitas Jr., said that “Infrasonic radiation
ranges from about 0.001 HZ (Cycles per second) for some
seismic disturbances up to about 20HZ”. Seismic Disturbances
are disturbances having a very great effect, and the disastrous
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and devastating effect will occurred at about 20Hz: He also said
that “Infrasonic and low sonic radiation can also cause massive
structural damage”: [120].

My Seventh Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel Seventh
Verdict:
Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe comment about the reports
accepted by her judicial panel, and on which her verdict,
indictment and vindictive recommendations were based, which
were from the Professional Bodies she mentioned, especially
the evidence of the immediate past Commissioner of Physical
Development and Urban Planning, Mr. Olutoyin Ayinde, who
as a Moslem, representing another Moslem leader, who
happened to be the Lagos State Government Governor, at the
time of the occurrence of the tragic incident; Lawyer  Babatunde
Raji Fashola; whose mind and thought can only be known by
the Almighty  God; whether, he too was a believer in the plan of
the religion people, in the same school of thought of Mr.
Olutoyin Ayinde; concerning the hidden agenda of the aim,
objective and targeted goal of stopping Prophet T.B. Joshua at
all cause and cost; from further spreading Christianity; in
accordance with the Boko Haram and ISIS Jihad and
Islamization Programme and Propaganda; by sending him to
jail, bulldoze his Church Cathedral, the Headquarters of his
Ministry, and take over the properties, most especially, the
landed property.

 This seems to obviously been buttressed; by the antagonistic
behaviour and utterances that he, Mr. Ayinde shown and
displayed throughout the period of investigation. So also, the
bias mind, hatred and contempt, that  Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe; has for Prophet T.B. Joshua and his Church;
although, this is not surprising anyway, because, her behaviour
portrayed her as one of those Christians, who believed in many
various men of God, who are CAN leaders, including Pastor
Adeboye, the General Overseer of Redeem Church; Rev Okotie,
Pastor Oritsejafor, who have poisoned the CAN members minds
against Prophet T.B.Joshua and his Ministry;  according to the
evidence given on the website of tbjoshua watch, regarding
Pastor Enoch Adeboye response to question concerning  TB
Joshua and his Church, which cannot be allowed to become part
of  PFN  [141];  such  a  hostile  behaviour  as  being  displayed  by
Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe is readily expected;  hence
the vehement extent of her exhibited hostility; to any witness
that was giving evidence, that tends to support SCOAN in her
court during the investigation; by the Chief Magistrate and its
judicial panel members; most especially against the Explosive
and Weapon Expert, who because of his training and
accumulated working experiences as a professional, tried to
help the investigators to get to the root of the cause, as
mandated by Lagos State Government, while inaugurating the
Corona Inquest Judicial Investigation Panel. An opportunity to
achieve the objective of constituting the panel; placed at their
disposal  on  a  platter  of  Gold,  was  lost  because  of  their  hidden
agenda.

The panel and its leader jettisoned and discarded the very
crucial clue to the solution of the jigsaw that the calamitous
incident was consisted of,  as offered by the explosive and
weapon expert evidence, and also, the Crime Investigation
Department of Nigeria Police Submission, and the evidences of
the other 24 witnesses, which are contrary to their hidden
agenda of conviction at all  cause; ,  out of the total 32 witnesses
just because of the hatred they have for the Church, SCOAN;
and the General Overseer who represents Jesus Christ, the
Founder of SCOAN, on earth, Senior Prophet T.B.Joshua. So,
only 6 witnesses’ evidences were used by them, to arrive at the
final indictment verdict, as given by Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe and her panel members, after siting for 10 Months of
investigation duration.

How can ulterior motives not play its role in a case like this?
When  leaders of CAN and PFN have labeled Prophet T.B.
Joshua as Satan, and warned their followers not to have
anything to do with him and his church; to detest and avoid
him, at all times; which seems to be responsible for the
contempt Chief Magistrate Komolafe also has, and the hostility
she has being openly displayed in court, against and to any
witness, that is giving evidence in favour of SCOAN and its
General Overseer; most especially the Weapon and Explosive
Expert, Mr. Biedomo Iguniwei; the Police, especially her harsh
treatment, of the innocent police officer in charge of the area,
DPO Alaba; all these acts, actions, pronouncements and
recommendations  were  out  of  its  given  original  mandate;   and
were  actually due to the flare of Chief Oyetade Komolafe, and
members of her panel; aim of finding fault, instead of finding
the cause, as mandated by Lagos State; in accordance with Lagos
State  Law  and  Statue:  which  was  meant  to  enable,  the
prevention of the incident being repeated; thereby, also guiding
against reoccurrence of the tragic event in future .

Considering the accepted 6 out of 32 witnesses evidences and
testimonies; one who is unbiased and open minded, as a
professional, just as I am; is bound to ask the following
questions for God sake: that, what kind of structural defect(s)
were they talking about? Which internationally accepted known
standard tests, were performed by them; to determine the so call
structural defect(s) in the construction of the building? How
were the tests conducted? What are the parameters of the test
instruments or/and equipment used, and how sophisticated are
the test equipment?

Were they shown the CCTV footages of the Military Aircraft
that flew over the building for only 24minutes for four times at
irregular intervals, which was claimed by the Military
personnel representative and witness that it was on military
training scheduled Programme; and the Video Clips that clearly
shown the nature, manner, ways and how a control demolition
looks like, and period of time involved, vertical coming down,
and crumbling like pack of cards; of massive concrete
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structures; with accompanied stormy dust and rubbles: As it
was in the case of the collapsed SCOAN 6 storey Guest House
Building? With all these stated abnormal circumstances at their
disposal.

And, they still concluded the way they did, in their different
individual organization submitted report, through and by, the
representatives of this individual professional body, society, or
organization; that the collapse was due to structural failure;
then, we the so call third and underdeveloped world still have a
long  way  to  go;  in  this  age  and  era  of  advancement  in
technology,  when space  craft  is  being  sent  to  far  away Pluto,  a
planet  of  a  distance  of  more  than  3  Billion  Km,  from  our  own
earth and traveling at 30,000km/hr. And reached Pluto on July
15, 2015; which has now gone beyond our Solar System into
Kuiper Belt Region a distance of about 4.5 Billion Kilometers,
the  Kuiper  Belt--the  ring  of  rock  and  ice  debris  that  encircles
our solar system: [142],[143],[144],[145]:

Indeed, it is a shame that the representatives of Nigerian
Building and Research Institute, Council for the Regulation of
Engineering in Nigeria (COREN) and the Building Collapse
Prevention Guild Representatives submitted, to the panel of
Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe; which she used to support
her hidden objective, such an unprofessional; non-scientific
proven; substandard reports. Based on wrong analysis made
from appropriately and properly derived or got test data, but
probably, intentionally misinterpreted; with interpretations
which were not based on any background available theory,
empirical or practical evidences; and neither were they also base
on research findings, nor logical postulations; and not in
tandem with the weapon and explosive expert, a professional
man to the core, in the required relevant field and professional
practice of more than five years, at a relevant military weapon
and explosive Organization; but these other irrelevant 6
witnesses’ evidences; were the premises and assertions, on
which Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe based her
vindictive, biased verdict and recommendations. Indeed, the
evidences and testimonies of these reputable organizations
were the major reports which are from the 6 evidences, she and
her panel members made references to with great excitement,
and joy; as she was excited and pleased to use them to buttress
her partial and impartiality objective defeated verdict; made it
become very worrisome; because such bodies’ representatives
should have done a thorough work; using the best weapon in
their arsenal, as many capable professional practicing members
abound in the bodies, especially in COREN and NSE.

The lesson to be learnt by these professional bodies, especially
concerning usage of modern technology sophisticated weapon,
such as the acoustic spectrum inclined, invented destructive
weapons, at lowest range of 0>20 Hz. That should have made
those sent to such a tragic event occurrence site; to include
practicing Electrical Engineer who might be able to link the
military aircraft unusual, abnormal irregular flight, with logical

reasoning; with either energy from laser ray of light spectrum,
which was my initial thinking, as a probable weapon used; just
as  it  was  used  in  flushing  out  Osama  Bin  Laden;  from  his
underground mountain stone bunkers, at Afghanistan by USA.
Consequently, it actually forced and made him to flee the place;
and relocate from Afghanistan to Pakistan. Where he was
eventually tracked down and killed.

The  application  initially,  of  laser  ray,  to  carry  out  the  dastard
job, could not be thoroughly and well analyzed and
comprehended by me; although, Chemical Explosive was rule
out by me out rightly, immediately, the tragic incident occurred.

However, I come to know through the evidence of the weapon
and explosive expert about infrasonic of sound spectrum,
application later;  which was corroborated, especially after seen
the CCTV Footage and listen to the weapon and explosive
expert testimony.

Moreover, I believed that the Nigerian Professional Bodies have
gained and learnt a lot on how to handle investigation of
collapsed structures, after that of SCOAN experience. The
present opinion of mine, actually, stemmed from what I have
observed, in the way and manner that COREN and NSE and the
Structural and Civil members of the bodies; handled the recent
Building that Collapsed at Lekki Garden; by carrying out the
required necessary comprehensive tests, with proper and
appropriate analysis of data got from the test results, as reported
in the media; and just not looking for scape goat or whom to
blame; but went into carrying out several engineering and
scientific tests; to arrive at a factual conclusion; that will be a
guide in future.

If this has been done in the case of the abnormal SCOAN
Calamity; most especially, after watching the CCTV Footages as
captured by the Security Cameras, as regards the nature, manner
and way the building came down vertically on its base; given no
much chance for survival of the occupants; not to talk of
savaging some properties; which would have been the case of
the building collapse; if it had been due to structural failure, or
deficiency. But, in SCOAN case, this was done in the report and
evidence, given by the expert on military weapon and
explosives, which Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe and her
team unfortunately, failed to utilize, for the actual cause
determination and was dismissed with ignominy.

Meanwhile, the same discarded evidence of the weapon and
explosive expert, Mr. Biedomo Iguniwei, was actually the
inspirational impetus for me, that enabled me as an Electrical
Engineer, to study in earnest with the aid of the modern
advancement technology, of several search engines; probed and
browsed the internet; to educate myself further, and acquired
extensive knowledge, about Infrasound, Infrasonic, the
difference in acoustic spectrum, and light spectrum, as regards
the latent energy possessed by each of them; the application of
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each of them, most especially concerning the existence, and the
truth, about effect of Acoustic Spectrum Radiation of (0>20) HZ,
Infrasonic or Infrasound; that possessed a devastating,
destructive, latent enormous energy; that is invisible and
inaudible; which can destroyed a massive concrete structure,
silently, without raising any suspicion of anybody in the
vicinity; as only its effect will be manifested, physically.

 Moreover, I also learnt about its deadly characteristics, as
regards its effect biologically on human being; when is under
control, within a range of fired radiation, of between 0>7 Hz, at
appropriate resonance and, when the frequency of sound is
right, and the peaks and troughs of the sound waves bouncing
back and also bouncing forward, within a medium, that is
making them to be in alignment, and lining up to reinforce each
other, and confined to below 7 Hz; the component of human
body, especially the internal organs, can be vibrated intensely
to cause rupture of the entire internal organs, and instant death.

The introduction of infrasonic weapon, as the cause of the tragic
incident by the Weapon and Explosive Expert, made me decided
to  embark  on  writing  a  publishable  case  study  paper;  on
SCOAN, the man of God, Prophet T.B. Joshua, the tragic event
of Friday September 12, 2014. In order to expose the calamitous
and tragic incident aspect of the application of Infrasonic
Weapon, to other nations of the world to help unravel the
mystery and confirm to this nation, Nigeria; whether Infrasonic
weapon was actually used on SCOAN building probably to test
its efficacy or for testing its potent and lethal destructive effect
by the Nigeria Military high command, in conjunction and in
collaboration, with Boko Haram Commander.

Because, it was Military Highest Command involvement also,
when late Dele Giwa was killed through just ordinary envelope
package sent to him, from the Presidency, that he opened either
to air or light; which made it exploded and blasted his chest and
face; which killed him, and, to which no solution has been
found till today: [146],[147],[148].

However, it is now known, that such a weapon, as infrasound
weaponry based; had even been used in this country, at location
in the East, on a particular already abandon building, during the
civil war, by Nigerian Army Personnel who were British
trained: [128].

Hence, I wish to use this opportunity to suggest that Major
Debo Bashorun (Rtd); should be engaged in the investigation of
the military aircraft involvement in the SCOAN Guest House
Building Collapse;  because of his dual background experience
as  a  military  officer  and  as  a  high  ranking,  government
personnel, of high integrity, honesty, fearless, courageous and
incorruptible; as it is on record that he refused a lot of money
inducement, and even risk his life, when he and Professor Wole
Soyinka dam the consequences to launch his book written and
published, about the killer of Dele Giwa; in which he

mentioned, General Ibrahim Badamosi Babangida (Rtd), his
former boss, both in the military and in the government of IBB,
where he was IBB Chief Press Secretary; and, was at vintage
position to see and know what happened within the military
and government circle: [147],[148],[149],[150].

Therefore, for the SCOAN case not to go the way of Late Dele
Giwa  case;  or  will  not  be  used  to  just  find  a  scape  goat  or  for
victimization. I decided to prepare and submit for publication
this paper, to a reputable organization; whose journals are
widely read worldwide; and through which my aim, objective
and target goal; can be achieved; for the truth to be known
nationally and internationally, worldwide. May be it will
enable both Lagos and Federal Government to prioritize issues
of safety and security of the inhabitants of this country, as
written in the Nigeria Constitution; which they have taken oath
of office to defend; over Jihad or Islamization, which is religion
matter; and save us all another future tragic occurrence; through
the call for further investigation to be carried out by various
relevant crop of professionals, weapons and explosives experts,
researchers and scientists, locally and internationally.

My Eighth Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel Eighth
Verdict:
The report submitted by the individual Agency of Lagos State
and the summarized collective reports submitted by all the
Agencies, which were in unison and in consensus conclusion in
their findings, and in which they averred that, the building
collapsed due to under-sizing of its beams and columns; has
buttress my initial allegation that the judicial panel verdict was
predetermined and vindictive. How the different agencies could
conducted individual tests and inspections and unequivocally
come to the same unsubstantiated finding and conclusion
without collusion? Did they carried out their empirical tests
together  or  they  just  met  and  decided  to  carry  out  physical
checks and come to the same conclusion without any known
logical reasoning? And why was it so easy and convenient for
Chief Magistrate Komolafe and her members of the corona
inquest judicial panel to accept a non-engineering and non-
scientific report of the Lagos state Agencies; why it was so
difficult  to  even  accept  or  consider  and  utilize,  any  part  of
several logical, scientific and engineering oriented points raised
in the weapon and explosive expert evidence and testimony.

My Ninth Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel Ninth
Verdict:
The funny, laughable and most ridiculous indictment and
recommendation of the Judicial Panel members is that of the
DPO which goes thus, and I quote “that CSP Haruna Alaba the
Divisional Police Officer, Ikotun Police Station, should
forthwith be transferred from the said station because he failed
to take note of what was happening in his area, and has to rely
on information from the police headquarters”.

Reasons For My Assertions:
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The mysterious aircraft cannot be arrested by him, as he cannot
be policing the ground and the sky at the same time.

The tragic occurrence was sudden, and caught all the people of
the community on aware, then what was expected of him to do
in such circumstances; that he did not do at the time?

So, according to Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe, what was
exactly the failure she was referring to, on which she alleged
that the DPO was relying on information from the police
headquarters? Has the DPO been reported to her for dereliction
of duty, from the police headquarters?

 In fact, the enthusiasm of Chief Magistrate Komolafe, to deal
with anybody that show SCOAN man of God sympathy; was so
glaring; from the indictment of the innocent police officer. She
was just disgusted by the personality of Prophet T.B. Joshua.
And so, anybody perceived as his friend or sympathizer must
be dealt with.

No wonder, the well reported police evidence and testimony, by
the news media; was not considered or mentioned at all, by
Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe, so also all the relevant
testimonies given by Erudite Scholars who are authorities in
their various field of engineering were not brought out to
limelight, as the evidences of these intellectuals, including high
ranking police officers, from the Criminal Investigation
Department; coupled with that of the weapon and explosive
expert; might jeopardized or affected the outcome of the
predetermined verdict; and the recommendations of Chief
Magistrate Komolafe led members of the Corona Inquest
Judicial Panel; since the police submission’s conclusion pointed
to “sabotage”; while the weapons and explosive expert
conclusions  pointed  to  the  utilization  of  Infrasonic  weapon,  as
all the happenings characteristics fitted the characteristics of the
effect of infrasound, such as Silence, invisible, deadly,
inaudible attributes.

My Tenth Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel Tenth
Verdict:
That the Church should be investigated, and tried; for not
obtaining the necessary permit; before constructing the collapse
building; which resulted in the death of 116 people, including
several South African Nationals. This is a forgone conclusion as
the mind of the judicial panel members have already been made
up as to what will be done.

My Eleventh Assertion And Explanation Of Judicial Panel
Eleventh Verdict:
She indicted the structural engineers-Messrs.’ Oladele
Ogundeji and Akinbela Fatiregun should be investigated and
tried  for  criminal  negligence.  This  is  also  a  forgone  conclusion
as the mind of the judicial panel members have already been
made up as to what will be done.

My Findings On The Judicial Corona Inquest Investigation Panel
Indictment Verdict:
The inquest took evidence from 32 witnesses. However, as
mentioned previously in this write up, above; evidences of only
a very few witnesses relevant to their objective and goal, were
taken into consideration as significant enough to give their
already predetermined verdict, the required necessary support
for indictment.

Therefore, it is evident, that selective witnesses and evidences
usage by the corona inquest judicial panel was obvious and
intentional.

As fault finding was the aim, and not cause finding, and
solution to prevent future similar occurrence. Hence, evidence
and testimonies that could lead or resulted to the determination
of  the  actual  cause,  were  jettisoned  and  discarded,  and  not
brought to limelight.

The non-consideration adequately well and enough, the CCTV
Footages also was intentional and deliberate to hinder the
determination of the actual cause of the calamitous incident and
cover-up the truth to prevent its exposure.

The declared missing military aircraft between 10.45am –
12noon; and which was not found to-date; should have being a
crucial focus for thorough investigation. However, this was not
done at all, as the report of the missing Air Force plane was
never recommended for further investigation.

The  dismissal  of  the  evidence  of  the  Weapon  and  Explosives
Experts should not have happened. This is because; it has been
proved beyond reasonable doubt, the real cause of the collapse
of the building, which is the utilization of infrasonic weapon to
fire the building at below 0 > 20 HZ. This is the only option that
can be used to explain the nature, way and manner and time
taken within which the building collapsed.

It seems that the corona inquest judicial panel deviated from its
path of mandate to dwell more on recommendations other than
the cause.

My Conclusion On The Judicial Coronal Inquest Investigation
Panel Indictment Verdict:
The conclusion is that whether appropriate relevant permit has
been taken or not; although, there is no excuse for not obtaining
relevant permits, but the effect of the infrasonic radiation
cannot be prevented by so doing. So also, if  all  the agencies of
Lagos State representatives are sleeping at the project site,
supervising the project; if infrasonic weapon carried by a
military aircraft is used, as in this case; the occurrence cannot be
stopped.
And however massive the concrete Structure may be; nothing
can prevent the destruction and death of the people; as the
vibration of the concrete reinforced structure at resonance
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between 0>20 Hz; is accompanied by enormous energy;  which
caused and resulted to the momentary vertical  collapse of the
building, on its base, floor by floor; and, which did not allow
for escape and the savage of properties; as can be seen on the
recorded video of the two CCTV Cameras  Footage; which made
it different from the 7 Floors Storey Building Collapsed in
Kenya; due to torrential rain flooding; where properties were
salvaged and many people rescued. This is a basic fact and the
bitter truth:  [124],[125].

Consequently, the way forward, is to seek for help from the
advanced countries: (USA, France, Russia and China); to enable
us decisively know the National Security Personnel and
Military High Ranking Officers, to hold responsible, and
accountable;  and  also  be  able  to  verify;  whether  part  of  the
Billion Dollars mismanaged, is part of the money used to
procure the deadly infrasonic weapon; instead of making
procurement of the required necessary weapons; for our ill
equipped troops, been sent to go and commit suicide; at North
Eastern States; in the hand of highly equipped Boko Haram
Forces during the immediate past government of President
Goodluck Ebele Jonathan.

It should be investigated why the military aircraft did not go to
Bornu State at all, between 10.45am and 12-noon; after it was
seen in Egbeda and over SCOAN Building between 11.30 am
and 11.54 am; but eventually shot down by Boko Haram at
Adamawa States. And the pilots killed by Boko Haram as
claimed by Boko Haram Fighters.

Most  especially,  it  is  needed  to  confirm  the  claim  by  the
military that the aircraft was on training schedule Programme,
as it concerns the 24 minutes duration of the training
Programme; whether that is the standard in the world for Air
Force Pilot Trainees period of training, within 8 hours  working
period in a day.

 In view of all the submissions above, the verdict and the
recommendation made to prosecute the two structural engineers
who were supervising the construction were not tenable,  for the
following reasons; thus: there were no visible cracks on the
basement foundation; the size of iron rods used were
appropriate;  the quantities used per pillar, beam, and column
were adequate;  while the type was also not in contention, then
the meaning of the term used by the Lagos State Agencies
“under-sizing of its beams and columns” is too ambiguous, and
not specific enough for consideration for indictment.

Considering the obvious attack against the building by the plane
carrying infrasonic weapon, the effect of which crumbled into
rubbles and dust the massive concrete structure, then, structural
defect can never be said to be the cause of the building collapse.
The witnesses that were selected and their evidences made use
of; were mainly Lagos State Agencies, who are the Accusers, the
Prosecutors, and also the Judge. Hence no impartial

judgment/justice can be got from such conglomeration of biased
minded people. So, also the involvement of the military aircraft,
the nature, manner and way the building collapsed, are enough
to make their testimonies unworthy for consideration by the
corona inquest judicial panel.

Nigeria in position of authority, should try to emulate the US,
in relying on our Experts observations and comments. Also,
their views should be taken seriously at all times, especially in
the area and jurisdiction of their professional calling and
expertise. For example, as in this case, when a new angle has
been introduced into the investigation from an Expert in the
field of military weaponry, in the use of a very rear weapon
 “infrasonic”: that is very strange to the people of this country,
and which its utilization can cause disastrous damage, due to its
effect both on human and building concrete structures, at 0>7
Hz and also at 0>20 Hz frequency ranges, within the infrasound
spectrum, respectively: [16],[17],[18],[19],[20].
.
 For instance, the worries and concern shown by United State;
when it was discovered and known, that, “Russia and China are
building hypersonic missiles”:  is worthy of our nation’s
emulation. “Admiral Cecil D. Haney, Strategic Command’s
(Stratcom) Senior Leader, said during remarks at a nuclear
deterrent conference that despite arms control efforts,
hypersonic weapons are among several threatening strategic
trends emerging in the world”. He said further. “The advanced
weapons capabilities are being proliferated by US adversaries
and are becoming increasingly mobile, hardened, and
underground, which is further compounded by a lack of
transparency”. When, asked later about the hypersonic missiles
threat, Harney said that the Pentagon is developing capabilities
that can be used to counter hypersonic arms”:

In view of the above revelations concerning hypersonic
missiles’ building: by Russia and China, we can see the
seriousness of US concerning safety and security. They were not
sitting on the fence; they are already developing counter
weapons in case of any nation’s usage of hypersonic missile:
against the country. [113],[114],[115],[116],[117],[118],[119].

 But at our own level, considering the present situation at hand,
we should try and endeavour to investigate thoroughly, in order
to establish the veracity or tenability of whether indeed; a
Sonic arm such as infrasonic weapon: was tested and used on
the SCOAN building that made it to collapse the way, and
manner it did; experts in blast explosive and weaponry; should
be invited, for conducting an independent neutral authentic
investigation, for confirmation as to whether or not infrasonic
weapon: was used. It is then the issue of the military air force
aircraft used to bomb SCOAN Building; can be resolved. And
the solution to other raised issues in Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe corona inquest judicial panel verdict will follow suit.

Existence And Use of Infrasound Weaponry During The Nigerian
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Civil War Within The Military: Recommendations For The Way
Forward: To Prevent It Getting To Terrorist Possession:
Moreover, we as a nation should do everything possible to
ensure that we prevent such tragic incident occurrence in future,
most especially, the usage of infrasonic weapon or any other
weapon of killing and destruction within our territory, as it has
been confirmed in this paper that some of our military
personnel actually received training on utilization of infrasonic
during the Nigeria civil war; and coming back home thereafter,
it was used by 3rd Marine Commando; at the war zone: [128].

In fact government at all levels in Nigeria, should rise to the
occasion and the challenge that the tragic event and occurrence
of Friday September 12, 2014 had presented; a situation as
destructive and calamitous like this tragic event, should make
all  hands  to  be  on  the  deck;  which  was  the  primary  motive  of
my writing this paper for publication in a reputable
international journal; to enable our leader in the country, to
earnestly and seriously work towards, urgent, further thorough
and  more elaborate investigation, to be conducted by relevant
external and internal retired army officers, who are neutral,
non-biased experts; very versatile and well knowledgeable in
war fare and arms and weapon and weaponry; of sonic and
acoustic spectrum inclination; from US, Europe, France, China
Russia and Nigeria or even from any affiliate group, with
United Nation; most especially, at this time of favourable
disposition, of all nations both small and mighty, to our
country; because of the type of President God has blessed this
country, Nigeria with, presently; in the person and personality
of Muhammadu Buhari, the President and Commander in Chief
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Unless he too is in support
of the declared “Jihad & Islamization” programme of Boko
Haram as claimed through the confessional statement of the
repentant former strong Boko Haram Member: [129]; and PMB
as a Moslem, through his recent subtle underground actions as
been alleged: [168].

In conclusion, I wish to implore all readers of this write up in
my country, Nigeria; for once; to do away with sentiments,
religion bigotry, myopic tendencies, biased mind, unconcerned
aloofness attitude, jealousy and envy; hatred and holier than
thou attitude: This paper is meant for reading by all the people
worldwide, and most especially by the Elite in the society who
should please, read and peruse the contents of this paper, go
through the contents, paragraph by paragraph, with open and
unpolluted fair-minded mind, and objectivity, to intimately
know and understand the SCOAN, the man of God in the
Synagogue, his background, progress, spiritual prowess, several
undertaking help and charity programme, his persecution and
trials, and the occurrence of the Friday September 12, 2014 tragic
and calamitous incident, the vindictive and partiality inclined,
indictment verdicts and recommendations, of the Coroner
Inquest  Investigation Panel, led by Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe.

Moreover in this country, we should realize that a stich in time
saves nine, so goes the old adage. Because, if actually such a
deadly weapon of killing and destruction had been used,
undetected, then there will be nothing to deter, the people
behind its utilization, to again use the infrasonic deadly
weapon: to attack their target, and who knows who will be the
target next time around, which will not augur well for the
country. This is a food for thought for all.

And, since the Military top hierarchy agreed with the NAMA
personnel; that, their Aircraft actually flew over the building
during their scheduled training. But were only in contention
with the altitude at which the Aircraft flew over the Guest
House Building that housed mostly the foreign visitors, who
were in the majority; then thorough investigation of the
Military Aircraft, which was reported to be on training schedule
programme; needed to be carried out. Questions such as the
followings should be given answer to:

 Is it a worldwide military practice and standard; for Air Force
Trainees to spend only 24 minutes duration for training?
Since when has it become part of the Air Force Trainees,
training on a particular building; by flying over the building
four times at irregular intervals within the short period of the
24minutes, and when their practice object collapsed, then the
flight schedule Programme terminated? The NAMA personnel
who gave the permission for the aircraft entering into Lagos
Airspace should be asked for more elaborate explanation as to
where was the Aircraft coming from, before asking for
permission to enter the Lagos Area Airspace.

Why the coincident? The military Aircraft flew over the SCOAN
6 storey guest house building, between 11.30am and 11.54am
[112] in the morning on Friday September 12, 2014; while the
military reported a missing aircraft that was on a bombing
mission to Boko Haram locations, at Borno State between
10.45am and 12 noon; [1],[2],[3],[4],[5] as it left its base in Yola,
Adamawa State at 10.45am and to be back to base at 12noon, but
it never returned to base? Then, why the coincident as per the
day,  and  per  the  time,  most  especially  the  10.45am  of  the
Aircraft leaving its base in Yola and 11.30am a military aircraft
started its first flight over the SCOAN Building in Lagos?

In this case of SCOAN Guest House Building, why is it that
despite the military confession of been on training schedule
Programme, that fateful day of Friday September 12, 2014; that
took only 24minutes of flying over the collapsed building; the
Military was still given clean slate, by Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe and her Judicial Corona Investigating Panel
Members? It is on record, that Chief Magistrate Oyetade
Komolafe was even the mathematician, that converted the
military aircraft flying altitude to numbers of floors of storey
buildings; a Judicial Civil Officer who should exhibit caution
and neutrality, but suddenly turned to a mathematician for the
sake  of  injustice,  she  wanted  to  perpetrate,  and  which  she  did
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perpetrated; forgetting that the Ultimate Judge, God Almighty;
has the final say.

Moreover, we know that the devastating calamity that happened
to Job in the Holy Bible was permitted by God; for him to be
tempted by Satan; despite being a righteous man. (Job 1: 12 and
Job 2: 6): Therefore, it should be known for certain, that, if God
Almighty allowed what happened and recorded for our
reference in His Holy Book, then it is for our sake, to know that
God can allow such calamity of high casualty; as a test and trial
for the integrity and perseverance of any of His dedicated
servant, that is been used mightily by Him.

For instance, in the Holy Bible in Matthew 2: 12-23; as fore told
in Jeremiah 31: 15; several years before the birth of our Lord and
Saviour, Jesus Christ; it happened that in Judea, innocent
children and babies of two years down were killed by Herod’s
Soldiers, at his command; despite that it involved also, innocent
children and babies from two years old downward; who had
never committed any sin at all. Indeed one will like to ask that
why should King Herod failed to remember the issue of the
birth of another acclaimed King, given birth to within his area
of jurisdiction for two years. Or as in the story of Job stated
above; as recorded in the Holy Bible; when it is taken into
consideration, those who were accusing the man of God in
Synagogue; can be compared with the four friends of Job; who
were eventually found guilty by God Himself; who ordered
them to go and asked for forgiveness from Job, for Job to pray
for them.

Then, without any knowledge beyond what God wants him to
know, as he later said in his interview in the Read Us SCOAN
Magazine: [151], that he can only know what God wants him to
know. So, on 27th July 2014; Prophet T.B.Joshua made the
pronouncements about the cloud on Nigeria, which he has come
back home to witness, how it will despise. And, which means
trouble for the country: [152] And when his final utterances at
the end of his speech, that day six times was; Father, “Let Your
Will Be Done”: [152] on July 27, 2014 after rushing home from
Columbia Crusade, to witness as directed by God the unfolding
cloudy trouble which he said, is as close as his mouth: [152]. He
said we should pray to see beyond the crises, to witness the
country’s greatness.

Although, he was looking at both the political people, killing
themselves; and what will happen in year 2014; that, he had at
the beginning of the year; called the tough year of crossing the
bridge. And, barely 47 days after, had the calamity struck on
Friday September 12, 2014; when the Guest house Building
Suddenly Collapsed. Actually, he did not  failed to do exactly,
what he was instructed to do; and, obeying the instruction and
directive of God, he directed the installation of the CCTV
Cameras, one to face up, towards the sky; watching over the top
highest floors, and the other to face down, watching over the
bottom and lowest floors; of the 6 Storey Guest House Building;

although, he was not told by God, the purpose of doing what he
was commanded to do with both CCTV Cameras, without
which by now, he would have been totally condemned as false
prophet by all, most especially, his persecutors and antagonists,
mainly among his fellow men of God, who never, ever,
bothered to inquire through the Holy Ghost, to know actually,
whether Prophet T.B.Joshua Ministry and Anointing is from
God Almighty [141].

This case study on Prophet T.B.Joshua Synagogue Church Of All
Nations (SCOAN); and the collapsed building, bothered on
“Security” and “Safety”. Hence, the following pertinent questions
become imperative:

The pertinent questions that comes to mind concerning Senior
Prophet T.B.Joshua, the man of God in Synagogue; his Primary
Ministry of preaching, teaching and spreading the Gospel of
Jesus Christ, for Salvation of lost Souls, back with signs and
wonders; with God Almighty backing by His Power and
Authority: his Ministry of giving and philanthropic gesture; the
scholarships programme at all level of education; job creation
programme; his Ministries of healing, deliverance, prophesy,
broken home and broken marriage restoration are: “Why would
or should some people want and desire him to be prosecuted,
found guilty, and jailed; and consequently his church
demolished; the land occupied by SCOAN be confiscated and
acquired by Lagos State Government, after the demolition;
because of the Collapsed Guest House Building at SCOAN?”
This seems to point to an issue of “hidden agenda” being
puzzled by the members of the coroner inquest panel and Lagos
State Government in collaboration with the principal witness
Mr. Ayinde, the immediate past Governor Babatunde Fashola
Commissioner for Urban Development and Physical Planning
Ministry.
“Why did the Lagos State Government constituted Judicial
Coroner Inquest Investigation Panel Members, led by Chief
Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe, found it convenient to use to
arrive at her indictment verdict and recommendations, only 6 or
8 witnesses’ evidences?  Who all concluded structural failure as
their reason for the collapsed building; which suited the target,
aim and objective of the investigation panel members and its
master  that  constituted  the  panel?  This  favoured  6  or  8
witnesses evidences were specially selected out of 32 witnesses
evidences;  by  its  act  and  action,  jettison  and  discarding  24
witnesses evidences, that are not in the judicial panel favour,
and which can introduce “K-leg” to their envisaged and
predetermined verdict and recommendations could not be
tolerated and entertained and so, the majority of the evidences
were not even mentioned at all.

These evidences that were discarded, unfortunately include,
that of crack criminal investigation team of trained crime buster
high caliber Police Officers witnesses evidences; that portrayed
“’Sabotage” or “Saboteur” due to their thorough investigation;
and, that of the explosive and weapon expert witness evidence,
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that introduced a very crucial security and safety issues into the
investigation, that concerned “The application and utilization of
Infrasonic or Infrasound weapon to fired radiation with
resonance phenomenon to vibrate the structure concrete
reinforced building and block wall to crumbling level, that can
only be fired by the Aircraft that flew over the building at
irregular interval, for four times in sectionalized and
segmentation of the building manner. This two crucial issues
revelation should have been a serious matter that qualified for
calling, for a special constituted expert member’s investigation
panel, to investigate and examine the grave allegations; as the
two suggested new areas, have highly risky security and safety
inclination.

“If this was to happen in US or any of the Advanced Countries;
will or can the evidence of CIA and FBI Personnel on such case
be discarded or jettisoned with disdain and ignominy? Or their
suggestions or findings treated with levity? Especially, after
they must have conducted thorough investigation, as regards
this sort of security and safety risky concern. Or will the
suggestion and finding and recommendation of experts; be
treated with levity? Even, to the extent of been hostile, and
intimidating the Expert Witness with untoward behaviour; as
demonstrated by Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe, in her
hostile attitude; towards the witness? A witness to be
appreciated, commended and praised, for his useful view and
suggestion, got condemnation: who should have been
encouraged with a promise, and immediate undertaking action,
of calling for further investigation, of the two newly introduced
areas, that required a touch of experts, by Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Komolafe;

Considering the fact that the Nigerian Airspace Management
(NAMA) personnel in his testimony said and confirmed that the
Military Aircraft flew at 1,100 feet, above SCOAN Guest House
Building, an altitude that Chief Magistrate estimated to be 103
floors of a high rising building, and which she was helping the
witness to interpret, as an altitude so high to constitute or cause
any danger to the collapsed building.

It should be realized, that an impartial empire in a game will
not take side, to the extent that biased intention and meaning
will be read to his utterances and actions. When actually sound
wave speed in iron is 5,120m/s; and 1,100feet = 335m = 103floors
according to Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe estimated altitude.

And the Military personnel claim of routing training schedule
flights Programme of four irregular interval flights over a
particular residential building by a Military Aircraft between
11.30 am and 11.54 am; for just only 24 minutes; and the widely
reported case of a Missing Military Aircraft, that took off  from
Yola, Adamawa State, on a mission to bomb Boko Haram
locations in Borno State; between 10.45 am and 12 noon; should
be thoroughly investigated, although it was taken for granted
by Komolafe panel. And it seems to have no adverse

implication, as far as Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe and
her Judicial Panel Members, and Lagos State principal witness,
Mr. Ayinde, the Urban Development and Physical planning
Commissioner and the Lagos State Government; who the
Judicial Coroner Inquest Investigation Panel 10 months
Investigation’s verdict and recommendation was submitted to;
are concerned. It does not bother any of them, so far their aim
and objective has been achieved. Therefore, an appeal should
be made on this obvious and glaring involvement of the
military, who agreed that it was their aircraft that flew over the
collapsed building on Training Scheduled Programme; to the
appropriate quarter for justice to be seen to be done, by all the
parties concerned.

The two crucial issues of Military Aircraft and Infrasonic
Weapon; bothered on National Security, which should have not
been taken by Governor Babatunde Fashola Government for
granted, after receiving the Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe
Report; which has no reference whatsoever, to the two issues, as
to recommend, consideration for further examination and
investigation; by invited experts from any of the Advanced
Countries.

It should be remembered, that, the issue of parcel bomb
envelope package; that exploded immediately it was opened by
Late Mr. Dele Giwa; has remained unsolved, unresolved and
unravelled mystery till today; because it happened in a third
world country like Nigeria; where hidden agenda, aim and
objective of people within the Government is the priority, over
security and safety, of the inhabitants of the nation.

The conflicting reports concerning the crashed plane and the
shown beheaded pilot, Wing Commander Chimda Hedima,
who  said  he  left  its  base  in  Yola  on  September  11,  and  was
captured on September 12, and he has since not seen his
colleague since they had a crash, and parachuted themselves to
safety, within the Boko Haram occupied area; is another
introduced confusing dimension by the Military high command
collaborators partner in crime of Boko Haram Militants, for the
Jihad declared, and Islamization programme embarked upon; to
cover up the atrocity committed by SCOAN Building Bombing.

The Boko Haram leader was shown with the pilot on his knees,
purportedly stating in an inaudible and unclear speech, his
name, rank and his assigned mission, the crash and capturing,
on September 11, 2014, and execution on September 12, 2014
[153]. This well organized and orchestrated widely circulated
propaganda of a report from the same military information
source, issued out  on October 3rd  4th & 5th,  2014; [153] was a
calculated attempt, to misinform the public and re-orientate
them, that the missing aircraft got missing on Thursday
September 11, 2014; instead of on Friday September 12, 2014, as
reported initially, through the Director of Defence Information,
Maj. Gen. Chris Olukolade in an electronic mail on Sunday
September 14, 2014; when he declared the Aircraft Missing.
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The initial report about the missing military aircraft
[1],[2],[3],[4],[5] was in September on Sunday 14th, just two
days,  immediately after the occurrence of the Tragic Incident;
before it was known that CCTV Camera captured the Aircraft
Flying over the Collapsed Building; while the second report for
a cover up was arranged between the Boko Haram leader and
those top military and security personnel concerned; as shown
and reported on the 3rd and 4th October 2014, as disseminated
through the internet to the world, by the Military.

The two conflicting information, most especially about the
controversial change of the missing aircraft date from 12th
September to 11th September should be verified and
investigated. Because it seems that, that report of October was
disseminated to the mass media after the bubble has busted,
through the SCOAN CCTV Cameras Footage, concerning the
flight of the Air force Aircraft that flew over the SCOAN
Collapsed Building on Friday September 12, 2014; which was
from 11.30 am to 11.54 am; after it left its base in Yola, Adamawa
State at 10.45 am, but which did not returned to base at 12 noon;
as planned, and widely reported in the news media: But
reported missing through the Military spokesperson who gave
the information to the journalists then through Email.

It can be logically and reasonably deduced, that, Infrasound or
Infrasonic Weapon,[16],[17],[18],[19],[20] that utilizes the lowest
range of acoustic spectrum frequencies, within the Infrasound
Waveforms Ranges; the production and utilization, that is
dependent upon a generator that will be carried by an  aircraft
flying at a slow speed, to fire a massive concrete structure, at the
right sound   with enough energy to collapse it, upon the
occupiers; which could have suited 1st World War (WWI), and
the 2nd World War (WWII}, due to its limited application, such
as  it  was  used  on  SCOAN  Guest  House  Building;  was  not  a
priority of the Advanced Nations of the World, for two possible
reasons:

Firstly, because, presently, the Armament war and weaponry
developments and production is “About Speed”; and, Secondly,
because of looking for “Possibility of En-mass Elimination of
Multitude Foot Soldiers Or Ground Army Battalion”, with few
or non-civilian casualties.
Hence, concerning “Speed”; consider the following mentioned
military weapon, that its production and utilization is based on
the uppermost range of acoustic spectrum frequencies, within
the Ultrasound Waveforms Ranges:

Air-breathing Cruiser: [154]. There have been several design
studies to build air-breathing, hypersonic cruising aircraft. “The
military has proposed hypersonic cruise missiles, high altitude,
high speed reconnaissance vehicles, and piloted global reach
vehicles that could deliver cargo or weapons to any location on
earth in just a few hours”.

However, presently USA; Russia & China have each secretly
produced Hypersonic Missile for military use. And is part of the
present Armament War Tussle, among them, and fear now is
that  all  these  Armament  of  War  Production,  can  be  for  the
preparation and getting set properly at alert for 3rd World War
(WWIII). [155],[156],[157],[158],[159].

But, “On the civilian side, the Orient Express was proposed to
carry passengers from California to the Pacific Rim in a few
hours. All of these aircraft would cruise at the lower limits of
the hypersonic regime, at Mach numbers from 5 to 7”.
The broken up of the Soviet Union 15 Republics [160]; and the
end  of  the  super  power  cold  war  era  due  to  the  great  radical
reforms,  to  restructure  Soviet  Union  that  was  embarked  upon
by Mikhail Gorbachev and his resignation on 25TH December
1991was responsible for the emergence of the Russia as we
know  presently.  But  Russia  seems  to  be  in  a  precarious
situation and condition economically initially; and became
weakened militarily; until the present leader took over the
ruling of the nation.

Hence the emergence of the strong man, President Vladimir
Putin as the Russia leader [161]; brought a new Russia that has
now forced the other super power (USA) to change its initial
perspective about the capability of the Russia nation, as Russia
under Putin has shown in Libya, Syria and Ukraine; so that
NATO leaders can now reckoned with Vladimir Putin as
witnessed in the recent series of meeting between the Barrack
Obama and Vladimir Putin and between their high rank
officers; at the G20 Summit.

The foregoing will enable us to understand the alignment of
allies of both US and Russia, especially amongst the 10
Powerful  Nations  of  the  world  in  this  order  of  strength  and
power in their readiness for 3rd World War (WWIII): 1.USA;
2.Russia; 3.China; 4.India; 5.UK; 6.France; 7.Germany; 8.South
Korea; 9.Turkey; 10.Japan [162].

In conclusion, in this case study paper; the Programme and
Timetable of God Almighty for the present world will be
highlighted. Presently, in the world today, the fulfillment of
what will happen in the future referred to in the Holy Bible is
in Daniel 2: 27 – 35; it concerns the thought and vision of King
Nebuchadnezzar; his dream; which he could not remembered:
[194]. And I quote from Holy Bible New Living Translation
(NLT): 27. “Daniel replied, “There are no wise men, enchanter,
magicians, or fortune-tellers who can reveal the King’s secret.
28. But there is a God in heaven who reveals secretes, and He
has shown King Nebuchadnezzar what will happen in the
future. Now I will tell you your dream and the visions you saw
as  you  lay  on  your  bed.  29.  While  Your  Majesty  was  sleeping,
you dreamed about coming events. He who reveals secrets has
shown you what is going to happen. 30.  And it  is not because I
am wiser than anyone else that I know the secret of your dream,
but because God wants you to understand what was in your
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heart. 31. In your vision, Your Majesty, you saw standing before
you a huge and shinning statue of a man. It was a frightening
sight. 32. The head of the statue was made of fine gold. Its chest
and arms were silver, its belly and thighs were bronze, 33. Its
legs were iron, and its feet were a combination of iron and
baked clay. 34. As you watched, a rock was cut from a mountain,
but not by human hands. It struck the feet of iron and clay,
smashing them to bits. 35. “The whole statue was crushed into
small pieces of iron, clay, bronze, silver and gold. Then the
wind blew them away without a trace, like chaff on a threshing
floor. But the rock that knocked the statue down became a great
mountain that covered the whole earth”. End of quote.

Then the interpretation of King Nebuchadnezzar revealed
dream by Prophet Daniel followed from verses 36 – 45. And, I
quote: 36. “That was the dream. Now we will tell the king what
it  means.  37.  Your  Majesty,  you  are  the  greatest  of  kings.  The
God of heaven has given you sovereignty, power, strength, and
honor. 38. He has made you the ruler over all the inhabited
world and has put even the wild animals and birds under your
control.  You  are  the  head  of  gold.  39.  But  after  your  kingdom
comes to an end, another kingdom, inferior to yours, will rise to
take your place. After that kingdom has fallen, yet a third
kingdom, represented by bronze, will rise to rule the world. 40.
Following that kingdom, there will be a fourth one, as strong as
iron. That kingdom will smash and crush all  previous empires,
just  as  iron  smashes  and  crushes  everything  it  strikes.  41.  The
feet and toes you saw were a combination of iron and baked
clay, showing that this kingdom will be divided. Like iron
mixed with clay, it will have some of the strength of iron. 42.
But while some parts of it will be as strong as iron, other parts
will  be  as  weak  as  clay.  43.  This  mixture  of  iron  and  clay  also
shows that these kingdoms will try to strengthen themselves by
forming alliances with each other, through intermarriage. But
they will not hold together, just as iron and clay do not mix. 44.
During the reigns of those kings, the God of heaven will set up
a kingdom that will never be destroyed or conquered. It will
crush all these kingdoms into nothingness, and it will stand
forever.  45.  That  is  the  meaning  of  the  rock  cut  from  the
mountain, though not by human hands, that crushed to pieces
the statue of iron, clay, bronze, silver and gold. The great God
was showing the king what will happen in the future. The
dream is true, and its meaning is certain” [163]. End of quote.

Presently, it is my opinion that verses 43 and 44 are being
fulfilled; through the fulfillment of the new arrangement and
emergence  of  the  present  10  most  powerful  nations  of  the
world: [162].

In the Holy Bible, in Matthew 24: 12 - 14; and I quote: 12. “Sin
will be rampant everywhere, and the love of many will grow
cold. 13. But the one who endures to the end will be saved. 14.
And the Good News about the Kingdom will be preached
throughout the whole world, so that all nations will hear it; and
then the end will come”. End of quote.

All the above stated prophesies as recorded, in the book of
Daniel, John’s book of Revelations, and Jesus Christ Gospel in
Matthew Chapter 24; are being fulfilled simultaneously: most
especially when Matthew 24: 14; about spreading the Gospel of
Jesus Christ to the entire world is put into consideration,
concerning Jesus Christ Anointed servant, Prophet T.B. Joshua;
the man of God in the Synagogue. Like the lowly background
of Apostle Peter and his fishermen counterparts in the Holy
Bible; Prophet T.B. Joshua despite his lowly background, was
appointed by our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, and assigned
the propagation of His Gospel. Hence, he has no earthly mentor,
just like Prophet Moses, Prophet Elijah, Prophet Jeremiah,
Apostle Paul and Prophet Isaiah, in the Holy Bible had no
earthly mentor. They were all called and anointed by Jesus
Christ Himself. And they all had bitter experiences while they
went through very grave persecution and tribulations, in the
hand of either the government of the day, or by their
counterparts, mostly as in the case of Prophet Jeremiah. So, as it
was in the beginning so shall it be now and forever more till the
second  coming  of  Christ  Jesus  and  the  end  of  the  world.  The
word of Almighty God is very clear on this, because every
happening in the world is in accordance with His Programme,
Plan and Timetable.

Plan and timetable  of  God was also revealed to Nostradamus;
as he also prophecy or predicted the 3rd World War (WWIII);
the second coming of Christ, the end of the earth, and the
Millennium peaceful years on the earth during the reign of
Jesus Christ [164]. But Jesus Christ said that nobody knows the
date, even the Angels in Heaven did not know; only His Father,
God Almighty knows the date and the hour of the second
coming of His Son and the end of the world.

Consequently God in His Infinite Wisdom, has commissioned
Prophet T. B. Joshua, through His Son Jesus Christ, with full
anointing of the Holy Ghost, backed by the Power and
Authority of God Almighty; to bring about the fulfillment of
His plan in Matthew 24: 14, accompanied by signs and wonders;
almost unbelievable wonderful Miracles of Healings,
Deliverances, Accurate Prophesies, Breakthrough of immense
dimensions, coupled with sought out and solved amazing
Reconciliations; through past, present and futuristic greatly
surprising Revelations of mysterious happenings in peoples’
life in Sunday Worship Services; on prayer lines; and in
Crusades being held in various nations of the world physically
by him; or through Emmanuel TV; or through the Anointing or
Morning Water Medium. Surely and certainly, all these must
attract envy, jealousy, and hatred; as he has become a threat to
the regimented and regulated modus operandi, of his
counterpart  in  Christendom,  Body  of  Christ  and  in  the  service
of God in His Vineyard. And he, Prophet T.B. Joshua, has even,
become, a greater and more serious threat to those whose
Programme and Plan,  is the “Islamization” of  Nigeria and
Nigerians by all means and at all cost.
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Therefore, for control, check and balances, he must like the
olden day prophets in the Holy Bible, be allowed to be tempted
by Satan; as it occurred on Friday September 12, 2014; in the
Collapsed SCOAN Building.

He has been vilified, and called all sorts of names; some called
him Satan, while he was a false prophet to some; and the
miracles been done through the name of Jesus Christ, with Holy
Ghost manifesting them, are being ascribed to Satan. The same
sin committed by Pharisees in the Holy Bible, which Jesus
Christ referred to as unpardonable in Matthew 12: 24 – 32, and I
quote from Verses 31 & 32: “So I tell you, every sin and
blasphemy can be forgiven-except blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit, which will never be forgiven. Anyone who speaks
against the Son of Man can be forgiven, but anyone who speaks
against the Holy Spirit will never be forgiven, either in this
world or in the world to come”. End of quote. If the Son of God,
who is the Word of God, through who the entire universes were
created can in Matthew 12: 24 and I quote: “But when the
Pharisees heard about the miracle, they said, “No wonder He
can cast out demons. He gets His power from Satan, the prince
of demons. (Greek Beelzeboul). End of quote. Were the
Pharisees not the custodian and interpreter of Mosaic laws in
the Old Testament Books of the Holy Bible? And the then God
Almighty representatives on earth; just like the Men of God of
today; who are castigating His servant, Pastor T. B. Joshua, that
they are judging, when Jesus Christ said in Mathew 7: 1 that
“Do not judge others, and you will not be judged”.

It  seems that  it  has  pleased God to  put  a  thorn  in  Prophet  T.B.
Joshua flesh, just as He, God Almighty did for and to Apostle
Paul, after he has successfully taken and spread the Gospel of
Christ, to all the nook and corner of the then world; through his
four  missionary  journeys  he  undertook.  So  also,  Job  was
allowed to be tempted by Satan. Therefore, His servant and
prophet, Prophet T.B. Joshua case cannot be exceptional; most
especially after the wonderful glorious successful Crusade held
in Colombia in July 2014 [165].  This was few weeks before the
occurrence of the tragic incident of Friday September 12, 2014.
In this case study of the tragic event of the collapsed SCOAN
Building; the followings have been established:

That the initially speculated mysterious aircraft that flew over
the collapsed SCOAN building was actually a Nigerian Military
Air Force Jet ; which was claimed to be on training programme
schedule flight; which the Nigerian Air Space Agency (NAMA)
representative gave air space permission; and which the NAMA
personnel said its flying altitude was 1,100 feet = 335 meters;
which the learned judge, Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe
helped the NAMA personnel to estimate to be equal to 103
floors of a high rising building; the altitude which the learned
scholar Judicial Civil Officer claimed, that has nothing to do
with the Collapsed 6 Storey SCOAN Guest House Building:
[112],[1],[2],[3],[4],[5].

However, I have proved in this paper that their claim is totally
wrong; because the “Speed of Sound” through:
Air = 343.2m/s =1,126ft/s;
Water = 1,484m/s = 4,869ft/s;
Iron = 5,120m/s = 16,798ft/s
But Aircraft Altitude = 335m = 1,100ft
Hence, if 1,100feet = 103 floors (according to NAMA Staff and
Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe). Then 6 floors storey
SCOAN Building = 64.08 feet high = 64ft.

Therefore, 1100ft is within the firing range of the infrasound
radiation just within a second through air above the building.
And at a speed of 16,798ft/s; then to propagates through solid
iron and concrete of a height of 64ft; then it will take 64/16798 of
1s = 0.0038 = 3.8millseconds for sound to transmits through the
building, as the Aircraft segmented the building, from the
Pilot’s  left  hand  side  to  his  right  hand  side  on  each  flight
occasion.

It was obvious that the side of the building, over which the
Aircraft first flight took place,  started going down first as that
was  the  first  weakened  side;  which  has  more  time  in
milliseconds allowing for the peak and trough to vibrate at the
required resonance by the molecular oscillations to possessed
more energy, due to its more duration of time in millisecond,
that it has been subjected to; to gain enough energy and power,
to crumble the molecular medium, been transmitted by the
infrasound waves with enough pressure and force due to the
energy involved. Because sound at the range of 0>20Hz
possessed silent but deadly latent energy.[16],[17],[18],[19],[20].

That the Nigerian Military personnel; have the knowledge of
infrasonic weapon, and infrasound. Which some military
personnel have been trained on, and even used during the
Nigerian Civil War at the 3rd Marine Commando, as found out
by the Daily Times Investigators who made enquiry about the
efficacy of the Silent but deadly weapon of destruction. [128]

I wish to quote through extracted portion of Daily Times
features desk personnel enquiry of 2015; because of the
significance of the information to this paper: And I quote:
“September 12 is around the corner and multinationals and
residents of Egbe-Ikotun area of Lagos Mainland will be
reliving memories of the collapse of a six-storey building last
year, the first of its kind in Lagos that claimed a record 116 lives,
mostly South Africans.
In New York City of America, it was called 9/11 (September 11).
In  the  City  of  Lagos,  Nigeria,  it  became  known  as  9/12
(September 12). Thirteen years stood between both tragedies
with varying devastations that humbled the security, technology
and national ego of both countries.
America held terrorists responsible and the al-Qaeda
responded, “Right ho!” In Nigeria, the suggestion of a possible
terrorist attack sparked off a controversy that pitted the state
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government against science, construction engineers and the
Church. Lagos State Government wrestled science and
technocrats in the building industry up to the judiciary.

The state-organized inquest indicted the engineers and their
employers of ‘criminal negligence’. As you read this, all parties
are warming up for the drama that will unfold in the
courtrooms in the near future.

Now, buildings had been collapsing in Lagos and other parts of
the country in a stereotype pattern that raised no dust, so why
did commonsense/logic clash with science and technology in
this particular collapse?
Daily Times features desk took the question to military and
security experts who expressed apprehension that infrasonic
weaponry may have sneaked into the shores of South-Western
Nigeria through insurgents that have terrorized the country for
six years, claiming over 15,000 lives to its notoriety.

Retired veteran soldier in the Nigerian army, septuagenarian
Michael Oga Oyediran, discussing the reality of infrasound
energy weaponry in this part of the world, said he was alarmed at
the September 12 incident and how government inquest handled
the matter. He spoke at his home at Felele, Ibadan, the Oyo State
capital.

“Considering the evidence of those engineers and the scientist, I
became very worried because infrasound implosion technology
was used in my time during the Nigerian civil war.”

A combat captain and blasts specialist in the late General
Adekunle-led 3rd Marine Commando during the Nigerian civil
war, Oyediran was one of few Nigerian soldiers trained by the
British in the blasts and explosives science and technology in
1966. He recalled his first assignment on the field at this exclusive
interview.

“Our training in London was extended by three months because
we needed time to specialize in some sensitive post-operation
radiation control and in the handling of some related
equipment”.[17],[128]. End of quote.

It has also been established why SCOAN and its General
Overseer and Earthly Founder, was the target of campaign of
calumny, and name calling by men of God like him; who are the
leaders of both CAN and PFN; such as Pastor Enoch Adeboye,
Pastor Oritsejafor, Rev. Okotie, Bishop Oyedepo, Pastor Bakare
and the others: [14],[15],[128],[141]; which started from mere
envy and jealousy and graduated to hatred; due to Prophet T.B.
Joshua humble background and rapid progress:
[28],[29],[30],[31],[32],[33]; that got them confused and made
them, furthermore became flabbergasted also; by the wonders
and signs coming from him, which are normally, and usually
accompanied by almost unbelievable miracles of healing and
deliverances; that God Almighty was performing through him;

in the name of Jesus Christ, and being/been manifested by the
Power of Holy Ghost; as promised by Jesus Christ our Lord and
Saviour.

 This made them to be asking for who mentored him: Forgetting
that Prophets Moses, Elijah, Daniel, Jeremiah, and Apostle Paul
had no mentor. The Lord was their Mentor. And God cannot be
dictated to, as He does as He wishes. My expectation is that
these above mentioned men of God, if they still possess the
Holy Spirit that empowered them at the beginning of their
calling; instead of vilifying Prophet T.B. Joshua, they should
have gone to their privacy, and go on their kneel, to pray and
ask God through the Holy Spirit; who Prophet T.B. Joshua is.
This was done by the other men of God, who the Almighty God
revealed  to,  that  Prophet  T.B.  Joshua  is  His  prophet;  such  as:
Prophet Adewole of Nigeria: [130],[131]; God General Evan. CS
Upthegrove of USA: [132],[133]; Evan. Bill Subritzky of New
Zealand: [134]; Pastor Benny Hinn of US: [135]; and, Pastor
Iginla of Nigeria: [136]; and numerous other men of God
worldwide.

In conclusion, considering the various interests; from various
different people; such as Chief Magistrate Oyetade who seems
to be one of those Christians, that have been filled with many
lies, by the CAN leaders concerning who Prophet T.B. Joshua is:
[14],[15],[141];  which is responsible for such already biased
mind to become hostile and antagonistic in their behaviour, as
in the case of Chief Magistrate Oyetade Komolafe, during the
panel 10 months sitting, and the panel final vindictive and
partial verdict, are all within expectation.

So also Lagos State Governor and his Commissioner for Urban
Development and Physical Planning who are of Moslem
Religion Faith, and if they also believed in the Boko Haram and
ISIS propaganda of “Jihad and Islamization”[129]; then it will
take only God to know their inner mind thought, but their
outward behaviour through their body language and their
utterances seemed to indicate so, because expectation of people,
is that the Lagos State Government under Lawyer Babatunde
Fashola, should have called for further investigation; due to the
new findings of stated Infrasonic Weapon, and the Military Air
Force Aircraft that flew over the collapsed building; which the
Military claimed to be on Training Programme Schedule; and
which NAMA personnel agreed with; and even, put its altitude
at 1,100feet;  couple with the declared missing Aircraft Jet of the
Air Force, on the same day and around the same time;  as shown
and analyzed elaborately in this paper.

Insistence on demolition, confiscation or acquisition of the
SCOAN properties; as being canvassed by Mr. Ayinde, without
ever bothering about the two stated aspects that remained
shrouded in mystery till now; is worrisome and of grave
concern. This is most especially, if and when consideration is
giving to the amazing confession, of a strong former Boko
Haram Member; concerning the involvement of top government
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officials, influential people within, and without the Nigerian
Military and Security Agencies; who are Moslems of Northern
origin,  who  believed  in  the  Boko  Haram  Jihad  War  and
Islamization of Nigeria and Nigerians, and therefore are
sympathetic to the course, and are collaborators with Boko
Haram Militants: [129].

The potential latent energy possessed by sound, has also been
confirmed in this case study of the unpleasant, unfortunate,
calamitous and destructive incident. And it will be a most
rewarding and illuminating thing; if as recommended in this
paper; the services of a fearless, truthful, honest and highly
reputable for righteousness and a man of integrity; Major Debo
Bashorun (rtd) can be sought and got, most especially as it
concerns the Military Aircraft that flew over the SCOAN
Building, before its eventual collapse; and the issue of the
missing military plane: [147],[148],[149],[150].

I wish to seize this opportunity, to state a significant turning
point in Nigeria history, concerning the change of
Government at  the helm of  affairs  of   Nigeria; in accordance
with the prophecy of the man of God in the Synagogue, Prophet
T.B. Joshua on three occasions, April 18th and 25th 2010; and
February 03, 2013. When on each occasion, he prophesied, that a
new party will be formed in Nigeria that will bring the ruling
party to its kneel, however, with an additional condition on the
last occasion in February, that there will be crises in the ruling
party. Whereas in 2010, a prominent and very influential PDP
ruling party member said that PDP will rule for 60 years. And
also in the same year 2010, the then General Muhammadu
Buhari  left  ANPP to  form the  CPC almost  single  handedly.  Yet
that was not to be the new party the man of God prophesied
about, until 2013 when the prophecies become a reality.

However, in my own case, I came to resume work as Project
Manager again in another private company on October 4th 2010,
in Lagos; when my two companies Bolmic Enterprises
registered in 1991 and Micestbol Limited Registered in 2004,
could no more get any contract, because of the stringent
conditions and huge non-refundable, financial bidding amount
of money involved; and Nigeria factor of connections at high
places.

Consequently, I joined SCOAN in 2012 properly, and I was in
the church, in the Sunday Worship Service on 3rd February 2013;
when the man of God, Prophet T.B. Joshua instructed
Emmanuel TV Crew to play back his two prophecies, he gave
on April 18 and 25, 2010; where he said that a new party will be
formed in Nigeria, which will bring the ruling party to its
kneel, although, the then General Muhammadu Buhari in 2010,
left ANPP to almost unilaterally single handedly formed the
CPC party, but it was not the party that the two initial prophetic
messages were about. And in the prophecy of February 03, 2013;
he now added a condition to those former prophecies, that there
will  be  crises  in  the  ruling  party,  and  the  time  that  the  new

party will be formed has come.

Although the former two of his prophecies were at the time I
was in Ibadan where I relocated to when I was Supervising the
construction of the Ibadan North NEPA 132/33KV 30MVA
Substation in 1989; as the leader of the team of other Engineers
and personnel, and as a Project Manager for the company I was
working with, El-Mec Engineering Co. Ltd (1988-1991), an off
spring of Hivo Engineering Co. Nig. Ltd (1975-1988).

And Hivo was the first wholly owned Nigerian Company to be
awarded contract for  132/33/11Kv 60MVA, 45MVA, 30 MVA,
15MVA Transmission Substation Construction, involving Civil
and Building Structures Constructions; Gantries and
Equipment Steel Support Structures; Electromechanical
Equipment Installations; with projects successfully Completed
Pre-commissioned internally and Commissioned Professionally
and Officially, thereafter. And most a times our projects were
being completed ahead of schedule.

I also, supported with all legitimate documents, as I have done
for governments of PDP under both former Presidents Chief
Olusegun Obasanjo and Dr. Goodluck Jonathan, before him.
And I prayed to God, to enable APC party successfully rule this
country under PMB then, although I was not a politician; but
since Homo Sapiens are borne to be political higher grade
animals, I had my sympathy for APC and PMB as the President;
because I thought that, he was a kind of Moslem, like our
amiable Late President Musa Yar’Adua and Late President
Muritala Mohammed, who were a true God fearing rulers; with
no secret agenda despite been an ardent moslem. And they were
for people welfare and wellbeing not for subtlety and secretly
working and doing all things to redefine Nigeria Secular State
Status. And smuggling into the Constitution through the
leaders of both National Assembly Upper and Lower Chambers,
Senate President Bukola Saraki and House of Rep. Speaker
Dogara; Muslim Sharia laws and ethics, rule and regulations to
compulsorily make everybody a Moslem.

It  cannot  work and it  will  not  work in  Jesus  name,  Amen.  The
will of God will be done eventually in this country before the
second time coming of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ, and
the eventual end of the world, after the peaceful Millennium
reign of the Lord Jesus Christ; as stated in the Holy Bible in
Matthew 24: 1–51, and as it was also predicted by Nostradamus
[164].

Although, because of my initial belief and trust in PMB, I was
even  prepared  to  serve  under  him,  and  went  as  far  as
suggesting to him through Gov. El-Rufai, that I know and
respect a lot, for his detribalized acts and actions, as the FCT
Minister; the appointment of a nationally and internationally
known in the engineering profession and on the field of
engineering practice; as knowledgeable, industrious,
theoretically and practically sound engineer of over 35 years
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of experience, and a former Executive Director of PHCN, who
Nigeria has spent a lot of money to train.

Appointing him as the Minister for power would have enable
the required necessary change in the power sector to make
Nigeria become an industrialize nation; and correct the
successive past government mistakes of putting round peg in
square hole; which was the bane of our country
underdevelopment. Instead of appointing a lawyer as Minister
of Power, Works and Housing; three very essential crucial
ministries; the professional engineer, should have been made
the Minister for Ministry of Power and Steel.

 And, as I have been in the Power Sector as an active participant
for more than 36 years now in the private sector; as attested to
by my now demised mentor Late Engr. Foluseke Abidemi
Somolu, in 2010; as he has known me on the field for 30years, he
sent a strongly worded recommendation and reference letter
then, to my present employer as demanded, as he was one of my
listed referees on my CV.

Engr. F.A. Somolu: [175],[176]; our mentor, could have been
appointed as NEPA MDCEO, after the former President
Obasanjo constituted Consortium of Interviewers, who
conducted interview for about 100 interested candidates that
applied and called for interview; out of which Engr. F.A.
Somolu and Prof. Momoh of Howard University, USA; were
two of the four Candidates selected and recommended to
President Olusegun Obasanjo.

Amazingly, some days after the picked and recommended four
names leaked to Nigerians News Paper media, and followed by
their published speculations, that out of the four candidates
selected; Engr. F.A.Somolu [175],[176] was the most qualified
because he was the only much more experienced practically; as
he started his career in the then Niger Dam Authority (NDA),
before it was merged with Electricity Corporation of Nigeria
(ECN) in 1972, but became effective in 1973: [174].

But, for the best reason(s) only known to President Olusegun
Obasanjo then, he discarded and jettisons the list, to appoint
Engr.  Makoju  of  Ewekoro  Cement  Factory  as  the,  then  new
NEPA Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer
(MD/CEO). He appointed Lawyer Bola Ige initially as the
Minister for Mines & Power in 1999, and later another Lawyer
Liyel Imoke as Minister for Power & Steel also in 2003.

 Late Engr. F.A. Somolu mentored me and was the mentor of
my suggested candidate for ministerial appointment, as
Minister of Power & Steel. But, just like President Obasanjo,
President Buhari appointed Lawyer Babatunde Fashola as
Minister for Power, Works and Housing. Instead of an
experience Power Worldwide Trained Engineer, a former
Executive Director in PHCN and Director in Science &
Technology  Ministry  before  his  retirement.  He  is  a  Christian

and a professional to the core, not a politician. Whereas, Late
Engr. Somolu, our mentor was from Ogun State, I am from
Osun State, and my suggested ministerial candidate is from
Kogi State. But, we have known ourselves on the engineering
field and belong to several professional Bodies worldwide, for
several decades; hence we all know who is who; when it
comes to power energy industry or sector in Nigeria;
irrespective of whether the service been rendered, as a
practicing professional engineer; is public or private sector.

Finally, it is a well-known uncontestable fact; that all, with very
few and insignificant scanty exceptional Moslem; irrespective
of their tribe and ethnicity; their occupation or professional
background; their educational and academic qualifications;
believe in Jihad and Islamization of the country of their origin,
whether Nigeria, or any other nation in the world that was why
Boko Haram was formed; al-Qaeda and ISIS were formed;
[129],[168],[169],[170],[172].

But how the struggle and effort to be made to achieve their
objective, aim and target goal will be planned, programmed and
executed varies from one faction to the other; and each leader of
the country where they are ruling, how ruthless or how subtle
the battle will be fought all depends upon the zeal and fanatical
inclination of the individual leader, group, society, tribe or
organization. But for the entire world, there are only two major
leaders and ruling countries: Saudi or Iran. In Nigeria, PMB and
his  group  belong  to  Saudi,  and  have  their  allegiance  to  any
current leader or King in Saudi kingdom; while Ibrahim
Zakzaky and his group belong to Iran, and have allegiance to
any current Supreme Leader in Iran.

Initially in Nigeria both Saudi and Iran Muslim Sects, were in
support of Boko Haram, when they were having the belief that
only Christian Churches and Believers will be the target for
attack.  But, it boomerang under President Jonathan, after
September 12, 2014 tragic incident at SCOAN. Because all their
initial effort to use Chemical Explosives to bomb SCOAN were
met  with failures, and even deliverances were carried out by
Prophet T.B. Joshua in the name of Jesus Christ, and through
the power of the Holy Ghost: [24],[25],[26],[27],[129].

In accordance with the prophetic message of the man of God in
the Synagogue, Senior Prophet T.B. Joshua after the attack of
SCOAN Guest  House  Building:  the  attack  of  each  other  group
started by the killing of VIPs such as the highly referred Emirs,
influential people and the attack of the then Gen. Muhammadu
Buhari convoy; mosque and motor parks; attacks in Kano City,
and other States of Eastern part of the North.
[137],[138],[151],[152],[165],[166],[167],[173]. All those who are
Moslem Religion members in the country, irrespective of tribe,
and profession; should know that Jihad and Islamization plan
and program propagation; leading to attacks and bombing of
churches, killing of Christians, and wanting to demolish a
worldwide acknowledged Christian Religion based Ministry
properties and acquire its land, such as that of SCOAN, in order
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to  stop  the  spreading of  the  Gospel  of  Jesus  Christ,  or  secretly
trying to smuggle into the Nigeria Constitution Sharia laws and
Moslem doctrines; in order to change Nigeria from a secular to a
religion state; will not work; if Nigeria is to remain as one
country. So persecution of Prophet T.B. Joshua should stop and
the actual cause of Friday September 12, 2014 and involvement
of the Nigerian Military highest command and Security
Agencies; should be the objective and aim of the Nigerian
government. To ensure that Boko Haram or any terrorist group
did not have the opportunity to possess and have knowledge of
Infrasonic Weapon or any form of Infrasound Weaponry.

The attack that caused the tragic incident of SCOAN Collapsed
Building, has thereafter, now made the plan and programme of
attacks, initially meant for Christians and Churches only, be
extended to moslem, mosques, military barracks, police stations
etc.; as each faction was trying to outdo each other; as predicted
by the Man of God, Prophet T. B. Joshua.

Presently, the fear of a retired military officer, and other
concerned Citizens: [128]; concerning the use of, silent but
deadly Infrasonic Weapon and Infrasound Weaponry that was
used against SCOAN, was by Boko Haram Militant should be
put off in their mind, because Boko Haram was not directly
involved in its usage; as it was used within the Nigerian
Military through the missing & later claimed crashed Air Force
Plane [1],[2],[3],[4],[5] which the military and NAMA personnel
agreed and claimed was doing training at the Chief Magistrate
Oyetade Investigation Panel at an altitude of 1,100 feet, a claim
that I have severally dealt with at various instances in this
paper: [112],[165],[166],[167].

 Although they later completed the work as planned by killing
one of the pilots Wing Commander Chimda Hedima by cutting
his head off with an axe: [153]; amidst many confusions of
various different conflicting reports emanating from the DHQ
and other sources of information dissemination. The Boko
Haram successfully through the kneeling pilot changed the date
of missing plane and Bornu State Bombing Assignment to
Thursday September 11, 2014 and his plan of execution to
Friday September 12, 2014; [153]. Why the Military personnel
were denying that the pilot brutally killed was not their officer;
committee of friends and relatives confirmed he was, and even
did a kind of burial rites for him. Hence the title of the Video
clip and the article or report written about the unfortunate
killing of the pilot brutally by Boko Haram Militant; These are
the people the government of PMB is giving amnesty to,
murderous Jihadists and blood thirsty cabals, in the name of
religion, and service to Allah. This is a confirmation that all
Moslems, irrespective of their tribe, profession and status in the
society; are supporters of the Jihad and Islamization plan of
Boko Haram in Nigeria.
But, our own God, that we worship and sing His praises, is not a
blood thirsty and blood sucking God. In actual fact, is the
Almighty God, the Most Compassionate, Most Magnanimous,

Most Benevolent, Most Magnificent, Wonderful Father of our
Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ; the merciful, Omnipotent,
Omniscience, Omnipresent, Immortal, Awesome, Invisible,
Ancient of Days, Unchangeable, Unchallengeable, God. To Him
be the Honour and Glory forever and ever. Amen in Jesus
Mighty and Precious Name.

Christianity is not a religion, but a relationship between us and
the Almighty God, the Creator of heaven and earth and the
entire universe. The broken in the relationship link, was
responsible for Jesus Christ first coming to the world. And, by
His  Crucifixion,  Death  on  the  Cross  at  Calvary,  and  His
Resurrection on the third day, His Ascension to heaven and
taking of His seat at the Right Hand of His Father, God
Almighty, as our Advocator and Solicitor, accomplished the
work of the Salvation of Souls. Thank You Lord. Jesus is Lord.

The important message of Prophet T.B. Joshua in Mexico is a
pointer to how we can remain in unity and have progress in this
country, if we all loved one another. [175]. Love will not allow us
to cause calamity and destruction; kill and cause harm; to our
fellow human being because of religion or any motive
whatsoever. So, let love lead, we should love God and our
neighbors  as  ourselves.  It  is  the  greatest  commandment  given  by
God Almighty to all Homosapien.
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           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgffrif8ERc
   [35] Humanitarian Aid For The Physically Challenged;
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3T00Jz-l2Tc
   [36] Mongolian Stranded In Nigeria: Touching Documentary
           Of Humanitarian Aid;
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4yzNCl4Jok
   [37] Touching: Watch This And Appreciate Life!!!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvPl7ED7rkM
   [38] Shocking: The Boy Who Rolled Himself To Church!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2Z4SfUN9mE
   [39] Commonwealth Medalists Celebrated by TB Joshua
            https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=La9CAgEi9AY
   [40] Colombia Charity Event with T.B.Joshua
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHEvNuheOcg
   [41] We’ve Never Met Our Dad---Inspiring Charity!!!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9qsh4GUQ_co
   [42] NEPAL EARTHQUAKE RELIEF!!!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2qc8HjCAaO
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9h9EdWopTi0
   [43] Help in Hard Times – Ohio USA:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXf-
           hxIUl74&list=PLFXyqE7wNYI62eNA-
   [44] Must-Watch Video for Every Family:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNO9jkFEWGo
   [45] Can God Separate A Marriage??? Must- Watch!!! :
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGfl5iCURSI8)
   [46] My Wife Refuses To Sleep With Me:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g42QqHuG9rY
   [47] Marital Problems? Divorce Is Not The Answer
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1Fs0riEOHQ
   [48] Botswana Crusade For Christ 2005 T.B.Joshua Day 1:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQbsW2b0ytI
   [49] Botswana Crusade For Christ with T.B.Joshua Day 2:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=meS2MPh-_1A
   [50] Where Will T.B.Joshua Go Next???
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hNFAiENs6k
   [51] TB Joshua At National Healing Campaign Singapore:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqijoyXwjWE
   [52] Indonesia Crusade With T.B.Joshua-Day 2
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws3tjSw9nvY
   [53] Indonesia Crusade – Graha Bethany
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnfHD-f9oaU
   [54] Crusade In Colombia – T.B.Joshua Part 2
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBvy6bFBQZ8
   [55] Crusade In Colombia – T.B.Joshua Part 3
            https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsyBq0DJVck
   [56] Prophet T.B.Joshua Mexico Crusade Day 1 Part 2/2:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rRWAgWwf0QI
  [57] The Crusade in Mexico With Prophet T.B.Joshua Day1
          Part4/4
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          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWhujOnX9_Y
  [58] The Crusade in Mexico With Prophet T.B.Joshua Day 2
          Part 8/9 2015
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5lEWCdwz-O
  [59] Day 2, 2015 Mexico Crusade
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UDby8fHN5cg
  [60] The Crusade In Mexico Mass Prayer With Prophet
          T.B.Joshua 2015
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cv7A9eLgxJ8
  [61] Full Pastor’s Conference With Prophet T.B.Joshua In
           Mexico 2015
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZS9PBWKnmZQ
  [62] Full Korea Crusade 2016:Prophet T.B.Joshua Message,
           Healing, Deliverance, Teaching & Mass Prayer:
            https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6mDBXRTluU
  [63] South Korea Pastor’s Conference With T.B.Joshua
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9p6S_oXDH4Y
  [64] SCOAN 27/07/14: Sunday Live Service “Part ½ TB Joshua
          At The Altar” Emmanuel TV:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvLNZDnRJss
   [65] MRI Specialist Released From Stage 4 Cancer
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nuTNB_-9-bY
  [66] Cystic Fibrosis Miraculously Healed TB Joshua
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_B7soFxLrYE
  [67] If You Don’t Believe In Miracles, Watch This:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7iKGy-Uae0
  [68] Healed Of Cancer In Jesus Name
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYUTbSAV5K8
  [69] Healing Of Two Kids With Mental Problem From USA:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=khmRtuLrzw4
  [70] (TB Joshua) A Pastor’s Dangerous Mission
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcVSZiwil8A
  [71] Watch Why This Church Goes Crazy!!!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpUR8BJxLco
  [72] Watch Instant Healing!!!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7a5P1V8cHA
  [73] Horrific: A Bloody Miracle!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPbI0utajjw
  [74] Supernatural! Strange Needles Appear Within Young
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XO1umfwu0Ac
  [75] T.B.Joshua Catalog Of Unbelievable Miracle Healing:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39yHaPQG7uI
  [76] Watch An Atheist Perform A Miracle:
           ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6d3J8rjeOr0
  [77] Severe Leg Ulcer Healed TB Joshua 2016 Prophecy
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs1OqbGr-vI
  [78] 50 Bullets In His Leg:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GetjalW6nfU
  [79] Incredible Blindness Healing:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKg8IVYVKnU
  [80] Dead Man Raised From The Dead After TB Joshua
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YX5Y-fu_sDQ
  [81] The Man At The Beautiful Gate/Crippled Man Walks
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lj4WtEfNADg
  [82] Paralyzed Man From Germany Received Divine Healing
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9_QYmXiFVM
 [83] You Cannot Deny This Miracle!!!
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21ijUVwpsfA
 [84] Impossible! A Dying Girl And TB Joshua’s Handkerchief:
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cGqGsNYrS4
 [85] Deliverance From Mental Disorder:
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HgY0vjygUg8

[86] Deliverance From Mental Disorder, Testimony
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lACs30GCqxI
 [87] Human Possessed By Lizard Demon!!!
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOjRmtGm-JA
 [88] Demons Go Wild And Attack T.B. Joshua!
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGJqx7rLk8c
 [89] Man Turns Into Animal In Church!
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QF-vKrYyqOY
 [90] Face To Face With Lucifer!!!
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=He9H500yGZA
 [91] The Danger Of Cult: God’s Power Breaks A Cultist’s
        OATH
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xR-u2xQVZZo
[92] “You Woke Up With Sperm On Your Body”—Amazing
         Personal Prophecy- TB Joshua;
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyEoTq_kSs
[93] SCOAN 06/03/16: Prophecy Time With Prophet TB
        Joshua:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iScl-aa7eMY
[94] Try To Watch This Without Crying, Prophet TB Joshua
        Pastor:
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5JdkBy7ExU
[95] SCOAN 17/07/16: Prophecy & Deliverance With Prophet
        TB Joshua:
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay5sgktxE1A
[96] Father Sees Beautiful Daughter For First Time In
        28years!!!
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYRY2y4YQNM
[97] Must-Watch Lesson For Society:
        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JsF4sXf-AR0
[98] How To Restore Affection In Marriage!!!
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU0c8n3YSJA
[99] Prophecy Reunites Father & Daughter:
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXJ-TRCskyk
[100] The Power Of Forgiveness:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yt9uqadITkk
          Try To Watch This Without Crying:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5JdkBy7ExU
[101] Who Is Prophet TB Joshua? Woman Collapsed By The
          Truthfulness Of the Prophecy, Emmanuel TV, SCOAN:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_Oc1hO2eRg
[102] SCOAN 14/02/16: Prophetic Deliverance Marriage
           Reconciliation With Prophet TB Joshua-Emmanuel TV:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ND1tru4hBqM
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
[103] How To Get Faith TB Joshua:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=we4foOB81Eo
[104] TB Joshua 2016 The Most Important Message You May
          Ever Hear:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMGOQTDzPm8
[105] Believing Is Possessing TB Joshua:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8g-GcFCNY8
[106] Believing First And Seeing:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xsXq9-syK0
[107] How To Know A Real Christian/TB Joshua:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfeXeCzLpww
[108] How To Grow Spiritually/T.B. Joshua:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHu2daKSGho
[109] Depressed? Worried? Sad?
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_CQBBvjihM
[110] You Cannot Watch This Message & Remain The Same!!!
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8cPzTKYtRo
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[111] Only Faith Pleases Jesus TB Joshua
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSw0E8Rolb8
[112] A STRANGE AIRCRAFT FLIES OVER A SCOAN Lagos
         Building before it collapsed on Friday 12th Sept 2014.
         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUnhV4Pkj7Y
[113] Russia And China Are Building Hypersonic Missiles And

It's 'Complicating' Things For The US
          http://finance.yahoo.com/news/russia-china-building-
          hypersonic-missiles-141307221.html
[114] China Successfully Tests Hypersonic Missile
           https://nworeport.me/2016/04/28/china-successfully-
           test-hypersonic-missile/
[115] US Scrambles for New Weapons to Counter Russian,
          Chinese Hypersonic Missiles
          https://nworeport.me/2016/08/18/us-scrambles-
          for-new-weapons-to-counter-russian-chinese-
          hypersonic-missiles/
[116] Test Barn For Hypersonic Missiles?

http://thebulletin.org/test-ban-hypersonic-missiles8422
[117] The argument for a hypersonic missile testing ban
          http://thebulletin.org/argument-hypersonic-missile-
          testing-ban7412
[118] What will Russia do to counter the US missile shield?
          https://www.quora.com/What-will-Russia-do-to-
         counter-the-US-missile-shield
[119] Why America Should Fear China's Hypersonic Nuclear
         Missile:
         http://nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/why-america-
         should-fear-chinas-hypersonic-nuclear-missile-13115
[120] Alien Weapons:
          http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/xenology/
         18.0.htm
[121] Hearing Tests HD:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-iCZElJ8m0
[122] The Sound Of Ghosts: Infrasound Explained:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpXQ0FJ5xQY
[123] “Did UFOs Destroy TB Joshua’s Building”
           https://www.punchng.com/opinion/viewpoint/did-
          ufos-destroy-tb-joshuas-building/#
[124] FULL FOOTAGE Of SCOAN Building Collapse-
          SECURITY CAMERAS:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6DwUoqzaeI
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T_2_XgTicAo
[125] 7 Dead, 121 Rescued After A Residential Building
          Collapsed In Nairobi Due To Heavy Rain/Photos:
           http://www.informationng.com/2016/04/7-dead-121-
           rescued-after-a-residential-building-collapsed-in-
           nairobi-due-to-heavy-rain-photos.html
[126] Controlled Demolition vs Collapse by Structural Failure
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAccLLUNq2s
[127] Collapsed Structures Due To Structural Failure:
          Dramatic Building Collapse Caught On Tape:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzGJs-uyaSY
          Building Collapse:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKeENdyIluI
[128] Threat Of Infrasonic-acoustic Weapons; Scientists Warn
           Of Deadly Phase Terrorism:
          http://dailytimes.com.ng/threat-infrasonicacoustic-
          weapons-scientists-warn-deadly-phase-terrorism/
          https://www.modernghana.com/news/640895/threat-of
         -infrasonicacoustic-weapons-scientisis-warn-of-de.htm.
[129] Confession Of A Former Boko Haram Member:

          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0-Y0QSes0Y
[130] Incredible! Late Prophet Adewole’s Prediction About
         T.B. Joshua:
         www.celestialchurch.com/news/newsroom/news2009/
           incredible-prophet-adewole-joshua.htm
 [131] Prophet Adewole’s Prediction
          www.modernghana.com/newsthread1/243751/1/90943#
          showcomments 2
[132] God’s General CS Upthegrove Visits Prophet TB Joshua
          SCOAN 2012 at Age 83:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp7CUc88azA
[133] CS Upthegrove Prophecy To TB Joshua At The
          Colombia Crusade:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hnj3lp6Q2AA
[134] Evan. Bill Subritzky’s Testimony About T .B. Joshua:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWOzGgoEi_w
[135] T.B. Joshua Is An Amazing Man Of God- Benny Hinn:

https://www.youtube.com/newsthread/250271/96503#
          showcomments
[136] Prophet Joshua Iginla Prays On Prophet TB Joshua’s
          Attack
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV8pj_eQsjg
[137] T.B.Joshua Speaks On SCOAN Building Collapse:
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UG9UVD_T18
[138] SCOAN 14/09/14: Sunday Live Service "TB Joshua

Talks About Accident At SCOAN". Emmanuel TV
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=db-vxIgsAxc
[139] SCOAN 27/07/14: Sunday Live Service "Part 2/2 TB

Joshua  At The Altar" Emmanuel TV
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFvwj3HDrdM
[140] Speed Of Sound
          https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/speed_of_sound
[141] Adeboye, Oritsejafor Vs. T.B. Joshua (With Pics)
          www.nairaland.com/244069/adeboye-oritsejafor-vs-t.b-joshua
[142] The Year of Pluto - New Horizons Documentary Brings
          Humanity Closer to the Edge of the Solar System
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJxwWpaGoJs
[143] WEIRDEST PLANETS discovered by NASA Kepler
          Satellite Documentary!
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1eR4vCOjZx8
 [144] PLANET MOST LIKE EARTH (The Universe, Space,
          Science, Mysteries) Documentary
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lff-LZ8pmkM
[145] The Reason NASA Never Returned To The Moon (Full
          Documentary)
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmRwQCoK_XY
[146] Channels Book Club Reviews Major Bashorun's Book

On Dele Giwa's Murder
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXqxIh-tFa8
[147] Debo Bashorun - Military Plane Crash at Ejigbo
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFLxQWipR5I
[148] Debo Bashorun - Nigerian Army is Politicized
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Q7KrdVaKpw
[149] Obasanjo Allowed the Minority to Control Nigeria Army –
          Debo Bashorun
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5Ryc_f99Ds
[150] Debo Bashorun - Nigerian Military Violated
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gen1JfdlYV4
[151] Read Us: An Exclusive Interview with Prophet T.B
      .   Joshua:
          http://spynewsagency.com/read-us-an-exclusive-
          interview-with-prophet-t-b-joshua/
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[152] A cloud that covers Nigeria... as close as my mouth.” –
          T.B Joshua:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaosgsSuy2U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IrYlhh8cK0M
[153] Confusion Over Beheading:How Air Force Pilot Was
          Captured, kiled
          www.vanguardngr.com/2014/10/confusion-beheading-
          air-force-pilot-captured-killed/
[154] Air-Breathing Cruiser:

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/BGH/hmission.html
[155] This Russia Weapon Can Destroy An Entire Army/Worst.
           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYBhfXqIn_Q
[156] Top Secrete US Ballistic Missiles That Can End The
          World In 30 Minutes:
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkGgFU-9z3I
[157] New Project China Advanced Weapon (Message To
          World)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7zeX60If5c
[158] U.S.Navy new $20 billion Weapon Will Dominate The
          South China sea

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vTZx0C7Cva0
[159] New Top Secret US Military Weapon (Message To
          Russia)
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7qQSRZ2naY
[160] Fall Of The Soviet Union
          www.history.com/topics/cold-war/fall-of-soviet-union
[161] Putin Exposes The WW3 Plan
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kes2TYrR_LU
[162] USA vs Russia vs Israel best army I world war 3
          Preparation
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8NUxh35IwY
[163] Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hP75caJJEq4
[164] Nostradamus Predicts World War 3!!!
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVVcEV1-uNk
[165] SCOAN 27/07/14: Sunday Live Service Part 1/2
          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NvLNZDnRJss
[166] Full Footage Of SCOAN Building Collapse–Security
          Cameras:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6DwUoqzaeI
 [167] Shocking Documentary On TB Joshua Church Building
           Collapse:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MoUm3tMCKt0
 [168] Disturbing: Buhari Is Determined On Islamizing Nigeria:
          Christian Leaders Raise Alarm [Must Read]:

www.hopefornigeriaonline.com/disturbing-buhari-determined-
           Islamizing-nigeria-christian-leaders-raise-alarm-must-read/
  [169] Supreme Leader of Iran

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supreme_Leader_of_Iran
 [170] Imam Khamenei Speeches
          english.almanar.com.lb/cat/news/middle-east/iran/imam-
          khamenie-speeches
 [171] Army Release Humiliating Photo of Shia

https://www.naij.com/6696668-zaria-massacre-second-horrible-
          picture-sheikh-Zakzaky-emerge-photo.html
 [172] Ibrahim Zakzaky

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibrahim_Zakzaky
 [173] T.B. Joshua

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T._B._Joshua
 [174] A Timeline Of The Events On September 11, 2001

www.history.com/topics/9-11-attacks
[175] The Most Important Message You May Ever Hear!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVSicTnFmR8
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